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H!GH AND lo w
The low tonight and high Sat­
urday at Kelowna 32 and 62. Tem­
peratures recorded Thursday 32 
end 57 and a trace of rain.
VoL 54
T h e  D a i l y  C o u r i e r FORECAST>Iostly sunny today. Sunny with a few cloudy periods on Satur­day. Little change in tempera­
ture. Winds light.
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IKE SWINGS TO IDEA SECRET 
A-TESTS CAN BE DETECTED
WASHINGTON (C P)—The Eisenhower administra­
tion appears to be swinging around to acceptance of the 
idea that it is possible, after all, to detect secret atomic 
bomb tests.
This represents a significant thaw in American dis­
armament policy. Up to now, the administration has been 
wedded to the theory that a participant in a test suspension 
agreement could, if he wanted, cheat by conducting secret 
tests.
OVER 100 representatives of 
p i o n e e r  Ellison families 
honored at a centennial ban­
quet last night. LEFT ABOVE 
is a view of the head table and
some of the many guests. ON 
.THE RIGHT is Mrs. A. L. 
Cross (Nellie), daughter of- 
pioncer George Whelan, dis­
playing the scroll presented by 
the province of British Colum­
bia to all citizens who were 
residents of B.C. prior to July
,; .... ...
4, 1876, the year of the first 
transcontinental p a s s e n g e r  
train’s arrival on the Pacific 
coast. Another daughter, Mrs.
Ernest Clement (Margaret), 
was unable to be present, and 
her sister, Mrs. Gus Macdonnell 
accepted the scroll on her be­
half.—Photos by Pope Studio.
Feminine Buying 
Habits Criticized
VANCOUVER (CP) — A mem-
"AGGRESSIVE"  METHODS SOUGHT
BG. Condemn 
Compulsory Arbitration
VANCOUVER (CP)—The B.C. 
Teachers Federation decided 
Thursday night to seek an end 
to compulsory arbitration in sal­
ary disputes and adopt “ inore 
aggressive” methods of raising 
salaries.
The 700 delegates attending the 
final session of the federation’s 
four-day annual conference ap­
proved a resolution .which held 
that arbitration is “an inadequate
ordered the executive to give 
consideration to the matter.
Other resolutions passed at the 
session called for payment of 
grants to all capable university 
studeiits and establishment of a 
specif provincial school for chil­
dren likely to become delinquent.
The conference urged the Ca­
nadian Teachers Federation to 
press for the university grants 
scheme under which both feesth a t arb itration is an inaaequaic '-iicnic ......... ------
m eL s of raising salaries.” Itland living expenses would be
Firemen-CPR Schedule 
Summit Diesel Parley
MONTREAL (CP) — A summit 
conference on the crucial diesel- 
firemen squabble is to bo held 
in the next few weeks, probably 
In Montreal,
President N. R. Crump of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway has 
ngreed to meet H. E. Gilb«t,
Cleveland-based president of the 
Brotherhood'of Locomotive Fire­
men and Enginemcn.
Mr. Crump said he preferred
Montreal, and in Chicago, M r.,------ —  .—
Gilbert replied he had “no fixa- Mr. Gilbert to clear the way for 
tions” about the site of the talks, renewal of negotiations on the 
No date was mentioned.. ■ |diesel dispute. ________
New
Big Iron Ore Mine
But a deadline—and possibility 
of a strike—hang over the dis‘ 
cussions.
The CPR, after a long battle 
with the firemen’s union, plans 
to go ahead May 11 with a grad­
ual program to displace diesel 
helpers from engines in yard and 
freight operations.
The 90,000-mcmber brotherhood, 
a Canadian Labor Congress affili­
ate, opposes the plan.
The personal meeting of presi­
dents was proposed this week by
paid by government grants in a 
plan similar to that introduced 
for veterans after the Second 
World War.
The resolution urging establish­
ment of a residential school for 
potential delinquents specified 
that suefi a school be available 
for those parents who felt their 
children would benefit from it.
The convention vote'd to set up 
a special committee to examine 
the question of" compulsory school 
entrance. The group will consider 
whether children still unprepared 
for school work at the age of 
six should have their, enrolment 
delayed.
Some delegates urged that all 
children should be submitted to 
a "reading readiness test” be­
fore admission to Grade 1.
The teachers also urged the 
B.C. Parent-Tcachers Federation 
to work with them in a campaign 
to reduce the size of classes. A 
resolution on the subject said 
overcrowding of classroonas is 
“doing untold harm .”
WAR MEANS END OF WORLD 
NUCLEAR SCIENTISTS CLAIM
QUEBEC (C P)—Nuclear scientists who attended an 
11-day conference sponsored by Canadian-born Cleveland 
industrialist Cyrus Eaton agreed on one thing; a new 
world war means the end of civilization. .
The Pugwash conference, held at the nearby Lauren- 
tian resort of Lac Beauport, was the second on nuclear sci­
ence offered by the industrialist. It ended today.
Mr. Eaton said the second meeting— 30 experts 
discussed ways to avert dangers inherent in the atomic 
arms race—was a complete success.
National Transit Strike Threat 
May Force U.K. General Election
TEACHERS SEEK 
STRONG BACKING^
VANCOUVER (CP)—The B.C. 
Teachers’ Federation passed a 
resolution Thursday asking 
school boards to give teachers 
and principals stronger back­
ing in recommendations that 
••trouble makers” be expelled 
from school.
LONDON (Reuters)-A threat 
of a nation-wide transport strike 
brought forecasts today that Brit 
ain’s Conservative government 
may call a general election if 
labor troubles force its hand.
The strike threat looms be 
cause an official wages tribunal 
Thursday flatly rejected demands 
by 4.'50,000 workers in the na­
tionalized railroads for higher 
pay and shorter working hours.
Leaders of the rail unions have 
not yet decided on counter moves 
but their mood is angry. One
ber of the royal commission on 
price spreads says a “lot of ladies 
talk one way and act another.” 
Dr. W. Malcolm Drummond of 
Guelph, Ont., made that comment 
after the president of the British 
Columbia section of the Canadian 
Association of Consumers said 
she was swamped by complaints 
of housewives who were opposed 
to toys, towels, coupons and other 
giveaways in their food packages.
They want the contents of the 
package without the gimmicks,” 
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills of Victoria 
told the seven-member commis­
sion. Housewives realized the cost 
of these giveaways entered into 
the price of the package. 
SAUCERS BUT NO CUPS 
In another case, a housewife 
got a series of saucers in her 
[packages but never seemed to 
be able to obtain a matching cup. 
What good were saucers without 
cups? ■
Commissioner Clcve Kidd of 
Toronto, president of the Ontario 
Labor Federation, said it seemed 
to him that some advertising, es­
pecially on cereals, was aimed at 
children rather than housewives.
Dr. Drummond said that while 
women might complairf? of the 
various sales gimmicks, they still 
[kept buying these items. Many 
prospect is that rail stoppages women spoke one way and acted
U.S. Reaction 
To Note Sets 
New Record
WASHINGTON (A P)—Th(5 
United States quickly denoun­
ced as unacceptable today a 
Russian suggestion for opening 
preparatory talks for a summit 
conference in Moscow next 
Thursday.
The U.S. reaction, one of the 
fastest on record, was announ­
ced from the White House 
while President Eisenhower and 
Secretary of State Dulles were 
still discussing a note just re­
ceived from Moscow.
The Soviet note was not imme- 
..o ... ........... diatcly made public in full. It
If the commission would point said in effect that an ambassa- 
out what the fancy labelling, the dors’ meeting in Moscow and a 
colorful wrappers and the various later conference of East - West 
■ foreign ministers should concern
themselves only with fixing the 
time, place and composition of a 
summit conference.
MUST AGREE FIRST 
Moscow proposed that unanim­
ous agreement be required to 
bring any other problem—that is, 
such issues of substance as Ger­
man reunification or Red rule in 
Eastern Europe.
Recalling that t h e  Western 
powers on March 31 had pro­
posed pre - summit diplomatic 
talks in Moscow in the last halt 
Sec SUMMIT Page 6
ucts in standard brands.
sales gimmicks cost, it would go 
a long way in influencing public 
opinion as to whether they were 
worthwhile, she said.
may coincide with a strike of 
London busmen already timed for 
May 5—also over.wage demands.
Prime Minister Macmillan has 
made it clear that in normal cir 
cumstances he has no intention 
of calling a general election un 
til 1960.
But government supporters can­
vassed the idea today that, 
if the Labor party opposition sup­
ported or encouraged widespread 
strikes, Macmillan then might de­
cide to seek a fresh mandate 
from the nation.
another,
Mrs. Mills agreed that' some 
women just don’t care,what they 
paid for food but many others 
did. Consumers could be edu­
cated to buy the plainly-wrapped 
product if they found it less ex­
pensive.
She, for example, purchased 
“standard brand” p r o d u c t s ,  
rather than fancy quality, know­
ing that there was no difference 
in the quality of the two brands.
FISHMEN ALLEGE 
MONOPOLY RAMP
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
United Fishermen and Allied 
Workers Union charged today 
that, the British Columbia fish 
packing industry is a monopoly 
and should be placed under fed­
eral anti-combines investiga­
tion.
The Union, in a brief to the 
royal commission - on price 
spreads, charged also that B.C. 
Packers Limited “overwhelm­
ingly” dominates the industry 
and that the very size of the 
company in relation to the over­
all industry “is itself evidence 
of monopoly.”
The union, which was expell­
ed from the old Canadian Con­
gress of Labor for alleged Com­
munist domination some years 
ago, said that increasing cen­
tralization and mechanization 
of the fish industry should have 
reduced the price spread be­
tween the producer and con­
sumer.
Kelowna Tot Found
RCMP were advised this morn­
ing that a little prc-school-agc 
girl was missing from her home, 
but before a proper search could 
be organized the relieved mother 
III i.iv; phoned police to report that the
The only difference was an un- girl had been found at a neigh 
evenness in the sizes of the prod-^bor’s home.
Theft Of Tools 
Nets Suspended 
Sentence, Bond
A local resident was given i 
12-month suspended sentence and 
required to post a bond of $500 
to keep the peace when he chang­
ed his plea to guilty on a charge 
of theft of articles valued at 
under $50.
Stipendiary Magistrate Donhld 
White also placed Albert Van 
Dyke on the interdict list.
When he first appeared in dis­
trict court. Van Dyke had plead­
ed not guilty of stealing an ex­
tension cord, Yale lock and a 
used hand drill, the property of 
Horace Hewlett.
During the one-day remand that 
followed the not guilty plea, Van 
Dyke consulted legal advice. Upon 
his .second appearance in court, 
he told the magistrate he had 
been advised to plead guilty and 
ask for leniency. He also asked 
to be placed on the interdict list.
FAMED SWEATER GIRL TESTIFIES AT INQUEST
Lana
WAWA. Ont, (CP)—The sccpndiSte, Marie, 
fiiant Iron ore-mining operation in Hescarch nnd tnodern cquip- 
thc Mlchipicoten field has been ment, along with new mining 
opened by Algoma Ore Proper-
tics.
Operations began March 28 and 
production has already reached 
2,009 tons daily at the new Sir 
James Dunn open pit niine,
During the la.st 18 months prop- 
nratlona to develop Algomn’s scc- 
otKl big high-grade prodviccr in­
volved clipping off a luountnln 
top. Installation of a giant crusher 
nnd belt-conveyor system nnd the 
stringing of n now railway sid­
ing across three miles of rocky 
terrain to connect with the newly- 
enlarged sinter plant and stock­
piles hero, 105 miles north of Sault
processes developed by Algopia 
ore engineers, have created a 
unique, yet simple operntion.
A flick of a lever loads 34 rail­
way ore cars, each, with 95 to 60 
tons, within 20 minutes.
The mine was named after the 
late Sir James Dunn, who put 
Algoma Steel on its feet and who 
re-opened nnd developed large- 
scale prwlucUbn at. the nearby 
Helen mine more than 20 years 
ago.
Tlie operation at the new mine 
is principally a drill-nnd-blnst out­




VICTORIA (CP) — Far from 
being lazy, B,C, high school stu- 
dont.s seem to be favoring the 
difficult science courses, Educa­
tion Minister Peterson s a i d  
'Thursday night.
Mr. Peterson told the .Ifith 
annual convention of the B.C, 
Parent-Teacher Federation that 
chemistry 91 was the most i)opu- 
Inr of all advanced elective 
courses in B,C. lilgh schools, 
Mathcmatlqs nnd physics fob 
low, in th.at order, ho said.
LOS ANGELES (AP)—A c6r- 
oncr’s Jury, after hearing tear­
ful testimony from Lana Turner 
that she thought her lover was 
going to strangle her Just be­
fore her daughter fatally slab­
bed him. today held it was 
Justifiable homielde. The Jury 
deliberated about 20 minutes.
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -Lana 
Turner, a l m o s t  collapsing ^nt 
times, today told a coroner’s in­
quest that Johnny Stompnnato 
tried to strangle her only seconds 
before her teen - age daughter 
rammed a knife Into his ab­
domen.
‘•Wo had a violent argument 
nnd then he went to the closet
SPOT NEWS IN BRIEF
WASHINOTON (AR)-Tlu« II,S. 
rfNavv said twlny It has,devtdoped 
^<ho equipment to fire its Polur|s 
1 soo-tnlle ballistic missile from 
i under water \ip Into the air where 
'  Its rocket engines can Ignite,
OTTAWA (CP)-The Canadian 
mining industry In 1957 produced 
record quantities of copper, 
nickel, crude petroleum, natural 
gas nnd cemont, the bureau of 
»tnllstlc8 reported today,
'  OTTAWA tCP)—Tile |io.st of­
fice’s forthcomlnit stamp cqm- 
inemorutlng lYcincIi ^explorel- la 
Verendrye, announced earlier this 
; icur, Is to be a large, blue, five 
cent denomination, tho depart 
ment itld
OTTAWA (CP)-George 
Ivor of Winnipeg, chairman of 
llu! Canadian wheat board, has 
rc.slgncd. Trade Minister Church­
ill nnnovince^d to<lny.
WINNIPEG (CP)~The Mani­
toba legislature prorogued Thur.s- 
dav night. AlbciTn and Prince 
Edward Island Inw-mnkcr.s arc 
nttcmptlng to wind up by Sntur- 
day.
HAVANA (AP) -  A Cuban 
army warplane crashed Into a 
Imilding In tl»e exclusive Mira­
mar district of Havana early to­
day after Its gasoline tank.s cx- 
jdoded In flight. The crash touch­
ed oil two heavy explosion*.
Victoria Opposes 
'Phone Rate Hike
VICTORIA (CP) — CouBcll 
here has decided to ask the 
union of British Columbia mu­
nicipalities to opi»so the increase 
in telephone rates asked for by 
Mc-|the n,C. Telephone CoiPpany.
vTlie company lias applied to the 
Imard of transport commission­
ers in Ottawa for permission to 
raise its exchange rates by an 
average of 17,(1 i)or cent nnd Its
where he had n jaeket and a 
shirt on a hanger there,” she 
lestllicd.
"He came to me as if he was 
going to strangle me with the 
jacket.
"I said, ‘Don't evob touch me 
agaiq, I want you to get out.’
"I went to the door and as I 
opened it my d a u g h t e r  was 
standing there,
DION’T BEE KNIFE 
' ‘She came in and everything 
happened so fast I thought she 
had hit him In the stomach. >
"I never saw a blade.
"Mr. Stompnnato grabbed him­
self nnd lie started tô  niovc for­
ward, made a halt ’ turn and 
dropped on his back. His arms
To Strangle Her
went out. I still saw no blood, 
"Then I ran over to him. I 
lifted his / sweater up. I could 
hear my daughter sobbing. ,
“Then I went to my bathroom 
and grabbed a towel. I didn’t 
know what to do,
“Mr. Stompnnato was making 
dreadful sounds with his throat, 
he was gasping.”
The stabbing was last Friday 
night in tho bedroom of Miss 
Turncr’.s Beverly Hills home.
Stompnnato had been Miss Tur 
ncr’s companion for months be­
fore the slaying, accompanying 
her on trips to Europe and Mex­
ico, Their impassioned love let­
ters were made public earlier 
this week.
Okanogan Cariboo Trail 
Group Plan Big Carayan
Earlier L a n a  testified how 
Stornpanato started an qrgument 
with her because “he was upset 
that I would ever think of going 
out to dinner with two very old 
friends.” ,
She said that she nnd Stompnn- 
nto had been .shopping earlier in 
the day nnd that the friends had 
been there whep they refurhed.
She added that the friends 
stayed an hour after Stompnnato 
left at approximately .'>:45 p. m 
the day of the stabbing. 
ANOTHER SURPRISE 
Tho screen ciuccn's testimony 
climaxed a week of' sensational 
developments In the wake of the 
slaying of Stornpanato, former 
unoorworld f i g u r e  wlio once 
served as ex - gambler Mickey 
Colien's bodyguard,
Cohen, first witness called to­
day, exploded a minor bombshell 
by refusing to testify, saying ho 
feared Police Chief Clinton An­
derson of Beverly Hills plans to 
charge him wltli Slompannlo's 
iiundcr. He didn't eliilmralc.
One of the largest caravans 
ever to be organized on this con­
tinent. will wind through the 
Okanagan Valley In 19(H) to publi­
cize Highway 97 — the shortest 
route to Alaska.
Tentative plans \vere dl.scus.Hcd 
n l , a dlrcfctor.s meeting of the 
Okanogan Cariboo Trail Associ- 
ntioo this morning. Tie caravan
long-distance rnte,<i by 10,1 per .................... ^
cent, ' , i around 200 cars nnd by the time
"We alreiulv pay the liiglicsl ^  lonchcs Fairbanks, Alaska, it 
rates In Canada," said Aldcrmni\ c.stlmnted tho number would 
Elmer McEwen. snowball to 1,000,
It was also disclosed a move 
is under way for tlio constriietlon 
of an nl-weiitlier highway from 
the Berliig Sea to South Amerlen. 
At a rceeiit Pan-Amerlcnii High* 
wavs Conference In Buonqs 
Aires, dclegalcs supporled a 
lesolutlon calling for confjtnictlon
tlncnts. At present Highway 97, 
extends from Weed, Calif, to 
Fairbanks, Alaska, nnd efforts 
arc nqw being made to extciitl tlie 
road number south to the Mexi­
can bonier.
Chester Klmnl, manager of the 
Okanogan Cariboo Trail Assocln- 
lion, of V))cnntclico. warned di­
rectors liic proposed cnrnvnpl a , m e iu w  mi. ............
ndd start In California with will require a tremendous amount
Anderson has said he is satis 
vlnclal government to comiilntc fled with 14-ycnr-old Cheryl Tur 
the hard-surfacing road program 
as far north ns Dawson Creok.
A local convention committee 
lias been set iq> to make iilaiis for 
the annual parley of the associa'; 
tion which will be lield in Kelowna 
September 5-G, Delegates from 
Dawson Creek south to Weed 
!will attend.
Plans are also under way for
ncr’s statement that she wielded 
the death knife.
Miss Turner was trim in a grey 
suit. She removed her dark glas­
ses as she took the witness stand. 
Her testimony continued:
“The words started just as 
.soon ns Mr. Stornpanato re­
turned”.
BAD LA;4GUAGE
“ I went upstairs. He was right 
behind me. I went into my daugh­
ter's room, where slio was watch­
ing TV. ,
"Mr, Stornpanato was saying 
very bad things, Ho was ?iwcar- 
Ing. His language wa.s bad.
" ‘I'm going downstairs nnd 
I’m going Into my room,” ' Miss 
Turner said she told Stompnnato.
‘‘̂ r ,  Stompnnato followed mo 
with the quarrel becoming more 
violent all the tljno, I answered 
back;
" ‘I can't go on like (hls^ I 
have bogged, I have pleaded for 
you to leave me alone, even with 
nil of your threats.'
“ I admit 1 Was fearful of him.
1 " '’There's no use discussing It 
1 Bee LANA TURNER Page «
Knowles Postpones Decision 
On Top Canadian Labor Office
loiimi; *i M  ...... - - - •
of organizing, It would Marl from i the prlnt ng of a unique type o 
C a l i f o r n ia  tlie Sunday prior to '...... .................... .........  9snaa«,m
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . AND LOW
W innipcK  .............. - ...............- W1
Xha Paa
}
Labor I?ay, 1000. and would nr 
rive in tho Kelowna area nlrout 
four or five days later. Provision 
WouUI be hindo for sldo-lrlps, nnd 
qfler the ciu'avnn reaches Fnlr- 
biuiks, tourl.sls would Im "on 
Uielr own,” reluniliig home qt 
their own lcl.surc.
Major problem would Iw fee<l-
irauimuMi -................... Ing imd necomnwlntlon, ho said.
of •  xoad Unking Uio two con-iPrcssur« wUl b« put on tho pro-
travel folder. Around 25,000 will 
be distributed. Tlie broehure.s 
would ll.st tho various cities nnd 
towns along Highway 07, along 
with listing of auto courts nnd 
motel.s. I '
Tliere was also a brief dlscuK- 
Slon on the nffielnl o|»eiilng of 
i,ake Okanagan bridge, whlfh WlU 
take place In mid-July. A lipoclnl 
committee will bo appointed to 
fiitaU u dctalUk.
OTTAWA (CP) — Depuly'*CCF 
Lender Stanley Knowles Is post­
poning hl.s rieelfilon on whether to 
accept a top Job In tho Canadian 
Labor ̂ Congress uiitil a weekend 
mcctlhg In Toronto on'the future 
of Ilia party and Ha Icadcrahlp.
Meanwhile, he anld Thursday 
night, he Is Hiterested In rctiirn- 
Idg to parliament and hopca an 
early byelccHoii might make Ihia
IMinsiblo.
i
a Montreal meeting wlt)i C I^  of- 
(iclals he confirmed spcculaUon
ccrlaln Indlvlduala" jn  the,con-, 
^rcss Imd offered to Honilnnto 
jilm to rtho $12,fl00-n-ycnr Job of 
executive vice-president nt tins 
CLC convention In Winnipeg April
iJoth ho and CO-yonrrdW pftrty 
leader M, J , Coldwell aufferedi 
personal defeat ,|n tho March 31, 
gottornl election. 'Hio voting re­
duced their p a rt/«  Corpmona
nlervlcwcd on hl» rclpm lfom| membership from 25 to cl;iht.
T h e  D a i l y  C o u r i e r
P u b l is l^  by ib e  keluwiui Cnuriei l.imiled. 492 iloyle Avt., Ketowaa, B.C*
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W o rld  W atches The Progress 
O f South A frica's Election
The \utrld i-> watching! with considerable 
interest the present election campaign in 
South Africa whicit will culminate in a fed­
eral election on April 16th. The campaign to 
fcomc degree has developed into a personality 
battle between Jolianncs Cierhardus Strijdum, 
the prime minister and .Nationalist leader, 
and Sir dc Villicrs Graaff, leader of the 
United party. ,
There arc similarities and contrasts in'thc 
lives of these two central figures in the cam­
paign. Both jnen are farmers and lawyers 
and of Afrikaans stock. Strijdom. 64, is 
married to a daughter of a Dutch Reformed 
Church minister. He has been a sick man 
and is stilt under doctor’s orders,
Sir dc Villiers Graaff, 44, whose mother 
was the daughter of a Dutch Reformed 
Churcli minister, is one of the most physically 
fit and physically largest of all candidates in 
the election.
Strijdom’s blonde, brainy and sports-loving 
daughter and Graaff's H-ycar-old son are 
studying at Stcllenboch University, often de­
scribed as the cradle of Afrikaans culture.
Both men share a desire to maintain white 
leadership in South Africa, but they differ 
in their ideas as to how this should be done. 
Strijdom wants it done by partheid racial 
segregation. Graaff wants it done by discrim­
ination, "with justice" among the races.
Strijdom. from the Transvaal, is known as 
the “Lion of the North.” He earned his title 
bccau.se of the roar which can come into 
his voice when he is speaking. Graaff, a 
six footer and a former Oxford University
heavyweight boxer, recently has come to be 
known as the "Giant from tlic South".
Apparently even Nationalists seem to feel 
that Graaff is stealing the show in the pres­
ent campaign. The new spirit in the United 
party has been described as being due main­
ly to its leader, whose "engaging personality, 
friendliness and sincerity" have made him 
the election’s biggest box-office attraction.
Reminiscences of John Diefenbakcr!
Graaff, son of prosperous Capetown 
butcher, has been in parliament since 1948.
He joined the ranks during the Second World
War and was taken prisoner at Tobruk, lit, Vancouver's boats
captivity in Italy and Germany, it was * 3 i d j p o i n t  Grey they dis- 
that he showed the qualifications of a born covered two small Spanish mem 
leader of men. !o-war at anchor there—the brig
Strijclon. wen, tarn,ing in I9J2, ......  ...................... . ......... . . . .
when that indusiry tell on hard times, he Today this beach is called the Gulf of Georgia led to the 
entered public service in Pretoria. In 1918|Spanlsh Banks. The Spanish of(i-|open sea, they explored the gulf
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
------------------------------------------■:—  ' '   ................
IN RETROSPECT Ho deal with a corrupt govern-
As I write these words, it isiment agency. When does govern- 
not yet election day. Perhaps it ment have an annual meeting and 
is just as well. I can say what I have to give an account of its 
like without knowing which group, actions? I would rather trust 
if any, won the right to govern many companies who are re- 
Uie country. It fias not been .a I sponsible to groat numbers of 
very uplifting spectacle during | shareholders tlian I would trust 
these last weeks. There have: a government wTiich has no eoin- 
becn the customary juicy plums! petition and can cany on for 
held out to the electorate, appeal-1 years running railways and other 
ing as usual, to greed and self-j industries without any ndcsiuate 
interest; but there w>cre also those; check to sec that what they are 
who promised what I certainly do , doing, they are doing in the best 
not want, and. in a way. although | Bf'd most modern fashion known 
I disagree with them completely, j to man.
it is rather courageous of them ! And so, although I respect, 
to stick to their guns. Some of]highly, local representatives of 
the Social Credit people have the so-callcd splinter groups in,
H^l^91
CAPTAIN VANCOUVER MEETS SPANISH SHIPS
that they texi were exploring and i expedition followed the coast 
that  ̂the Spanish commander, 1 northward proving the existence 
Quadra, was awaiting him at of what is now called Vancouver
Nootka. Vancouver proposed that 
they join forces and since they 
had heard from the Indians that
ilc was admitted to the bar and entered 
parliament as a Nationalist in 1929. In the 
1938 general election he was the only Na­
tionalist elected in the Transvaal. Ten years 
later, when the Nationalists swept into power 
under Daniel Malan, he became minister of 
lands and irrigation. He succeeded Malan as 
prime minister in 1954.
During his term of office, the Nationalists 
have pursued their policy of apartheid; car­
ried out the much-criticized enlargement of 
the Senate; abolished the playing of God 
Save the Queen on official occasions; and 
banned the flying of the Union Jack. And 
now Strijdom’s Nationalists are firmly on the 
road to the establishment of a republic in 
South Africa.
Island. They reached Nootka 
where Vancouver met Don Quadra 
to receive for Britain the formal 
surrender of the coast.
It is of interest that Vancouver 
cers received Vancouver and his!northward, The Spanish officers]actually named the island "Van- 
men most cordially and told him ^welcomed this suggestion and the'eouver and Quadra’s Island".
OTTAWA REPORT
RN Captain Unfair To RCN
For a service which has long prided itself 
on being silent, the Royal Navy seems to 
have an unusually higlt quota of senior offi­
cers who like to see their views in print. 
Among these is a gentleman by the name of 
Captain Donald McIntyre, RN, who has just 
inflicted upon the reading public his views 
on convoy work in the North Atlantic dur­
ing the last war.
These views appear in a book called U- 
Bocit Killer. What Captain McIntyre has to 
say about the Royal Navy is not clear from 
the excerpts of his book which have so far 
appeared in news reports; but more interest­
ing, perhaps, are the gratuitous observations 
about the Royal Canadian Navy of which 
he has seen fit to deliver himself.
Heavy convoy losses in the early part of 
the war, says the aeptain, were due either 
to a weak escort squadron or an inexperi­
enced and undeftrained team. “The ma­
jority of the latter came from the Royal Ca­
nadian Navy,” he adds. The RCN was man­
ned "largely by landsmen,” its discipline 
was “weird and wonderful” and its ships “ill- 
maintained, with training sadly lacking.”
Part of this ill-tempered and ill-mannered 
comment may be written off as the classic
Conservative 
Policy Change
By PATRICK NICHOLSON imarkets must be recaptured; un- 
(SpecUlly Wrili™ For
Th. 0 .lly  Courier) m S  bo r°:
OTTAWA—Awakening from its stored.
BYGONE DAYS
and traditional view which all professional 
sailors take of all amateur sailors. But this 
can scarcely be said to excuse Captain Me-' 
Intyre, whose four rows of gold braid (aus­
terely straight, to distinguish him from ama­
teurs and mere merchant-navy oficers) sug­
gest he ought to know better. He ought to 
know, for example, that if it had not been for 
the “ill-maintained” ships of the RCN, with 
their landlubbering crews and their “weird 
and wonderful” discipline, it is wholly pos­
sible that our side (which was presumably 
Captain McIntyre’s side, too) would have 
lost the Battle of the Atlantic— and the 
entire war.
Captain McIntyre seems to be typical of 
those Brjtons who, for generations, have 
been infuriating foreigners and “colonials' 
with the bland and self-assured assumption 
that if you don't do a thing the way the 
English do it, you are doing it wrong.
Results count; find Canada need never 
apologize for the performance of her sons— 
many of them landsmen from the Prairies 
who had never smelt salt w iter before— on 
the miserable Atlantic convoy route.  ̂The 
Battle of the Atlantic was crucial— and they 
won it.— Calgary Herald.
UNITED KINGDOM OPINION
UK O bservers See Paralle 




Pollticnl observers over here 
nre finding a jiarnllel between 
Dlofenbaker’.s victory and the win 
scored by the British Conserva­
tive party here half a dozen years 
back. Like Diefenbnkcr’.s Conserv­
atives the Briti.sh Conservatives 
—then under Sir Winston Church- 
111—camo Into power in 1950 on a 
.slim margin. Like Diefonbnker. 
Churchill bided his time until 
time was ripe for a fresh vote of 
confidence to gain a more worth­
while m ajority within months of 
getting in. ,
Now the press over here are 
unanimous in , wishing the new 
prime minister well. And they nre 
patting Canadians on the back 
for what they construe os sound 
and shrewd i>olitieal thought, The 
right-wing '•Dally Telegraph.” 
read ,by over a million of the 
middle Income bracket over here, 
says that one of the strongest 
faclors , bringing Diefenbakcr 
back—or rather endorsing tlu*
with an appeal like a political 
Billy Graham,"
It's too bad, but the British al­
ways look harder at anyone who, 
pa.st middle age, stubbornly re­
tains hair, teeth, or waistline. 
CANNY SCOTS
“The Scotsman," too, is cau­
tious, “The Canadian people," it 
comments, "ha.s now liberated 
Diefenbakcr from the frustrating 
position I of minority govern- 
menti". But adds;
"Blit they may have overdone 
it ,for experience here suggests 
that it is not good for a govern­
ment to have too great a major­
ity. They tend to become slack 
while the opposition lose heart. 
There is everything to bo said for 
a working majority but an over 
whelming victory like thl,s almost 
eliminates criticism which has 
nornially an liqiwrtant (unction 
in democracy,"
But It mignt be best to sign off 
with a comrhent from "The 
Times." They know It ns "Auntie 
Tunes" in the newspaper jinri.sh 
of: London's Fleet Street. (4nce 
they called it "The Thunderer,"
ter-time, and as I reported a 
couple of weeks back when they 
do return they will be plunged 
into the budget.
There arc hopes growing for a 
fair budget over here, especially 
as it has just been reported that 
Britain’s gold and dollar reserves 
Jumped by over $221 million dur­
ing March. It is the sigth month 
running that Britain’s balance 
sheet has showrf- an addition in­
stead of a subtraction, and the 
balance is now greater than at 
anv time since 1954,
But the more moderate-minded 
are insisting that it takes more 
than this particular swallow to 
make a summer. They go half­
way to optimism, though, by 
thinking that the budget due in a 
few days will be an “as you 
were” affair and that perhaps in 
six months time another budget 
will be introduced to give a few 
concessions. Could be . . .  
STARTING YOUNG 
Up in Glasgow, a meeting of 
femperance. workers was told 
that schoolboys tlu're go to a pub­
lic hou.se, or saloon, during their
post-election awe on April Fool’s 
Day, Ottawa is now anticipating 
a period of aggressive recon­
struction under the vigorous and 
newl.v-strengthened Conservative 
government.
All the signs point to the crea­
tion of a more truly “Canadian” 
policy than was followed during 
the St. Laurent decade. The Dief- 
enbaker government now has the 
strength as well as the deter 
mination always to act frankly 
in the best interests of Canadians 
first. Our resources, the Prime 
Minister promises, will be de 
veloped in the manner which will 
most enrich Canadians rather 
than foreigners. To the greatest 
possible extent, our raw materials 
will be processed in Canada, ra­
ther than continue to be exported 
to feed foreign factories and pro­
vide highly-paid jobs for foreign­
ers.
"When the purse is full, the 
head is empty” is an old and wise 
saying. It is realized here now 
that it was vividly true on a na­
tional scale during what has been 
praised as the Golden ^ ra  of the 
St. Laurent decade. Sober sec­
ond thoughts, or more truly seri­
ous thoughts coming now where 
before there were none, are 
showing us that there v/as an­
other side to that image. Perhaps 
it was not a golden era, but a 
period when we were all blinded 
by the glisten of the post-war 
boom, gilded with a veneer of 
fools’ gold.
WHAT WE LOST 
Economically, the St. Laurent 
era saw a hidden decay gnawing 
away the muscles of our national 
economy behind a false front of 
glitter. In that period, the pur­
chasing power of our Canadian 
dollar, fell from 100 cents to 80 
cents; our comfortable trading 
surplus of $400,000,000 per year 
evaporated to become a trading 
deficit of more than double that 
figure; and U.S.A. control of our 
resources rose from 37 per cent 
to 60 per cent
To the average Canadian, the 
most important long-term task is 
to halt inflation. During the St. 
Laurent decade, that thief in the 
night slashed 20 cents off the 
purchasing power of our dollar, 
which meant that wo lost one- 
fifth of our savings in the banks 
and in bonds, one-fifth of the life 
insurance protection which fai u n n l - tt„„ _Hon. Grote Stirling, Progressive thers had given to their families mr,mhr.r Tr, Haio
just disappeared, and the meagre 
income of pensioners was cut by 
one-fifth.
BOSS IN OUR HOUSE
Just as the full employment of 
the post-war decade was substan­
tially attributable to outside in­
fluences, beyond the control of 
the Canadian government, sp the 
maintenance of peace and pros­
perity through our tomorrows 
will be largely dependent upon 
outside factors. But not entirely. 
There is now an urgent need and 
a new willingness in Ottawa to 
face up to the fact that Canada 
need never drift inert with the 
international current:,Canada can 
give a positive lead, propose 
promising policies, to influence 
and help to direct that interna­
tional current.
Prime Minister John Diefen- 
baker has given Canadians a vivid 
word picture of his view of the 
Canada of tomorrow. That will be 
an independent Canada, not a 
Canada afraid to speak up and 
act up to protect her own inter­
ests. It will be a Canada develop­
ing from south to north, super­
imposed upon the young Canada 
developed from east to west 
through the vision of Sir John A. 
Macdonald. It will be a Canada 
with prosperous bustling cities 
within the Barrcnlands and the 
Arctic, on the same latitudes as 
Scandinavian and Russian cities. 
It will be a Canada with two new 
provinces carved out of our rich 
but neglected northland. It will 
above all be a Canada for Cana­
dians, a Canada taking her right­
ful place in the world community 
of free nations, a sovereign state
been advocating monetary re­
form. Nothing could induce me to 
vote for this sort of thing until I 
understood it or until I believed 
that the social crediters under­
stood it. Then I heard one or two 
socialists proclalmlftg that cer­
tain industries should be nation­
alized. I am quite simple about 
these things. I only believe what 
I see and whac I see does not 
please me when it comes to gov­
ernment direction of industries. 
From what 1 can learn of nation­
alization (n Great Britain I should 
judge that this is something to 
avoid. I liked a great deal In 
England but I did not like Brit 
Ish railways.
I am no political economist. I 
ernment owned industries should 
dare say that, theoretically, gov- 
run efficiently: actually, 1 doubt 
very much If they do or are likely 
to do so. The socialists may not 
approve of the profit motive but 
the fact remains that people gen­
erally are rather fond of it. Those 
who run businesses must provide 
a profit for the shareholders: and 
so they must provide services 
which appeal to the people at 
large, the consumers; hence they 
strive more and more for effici­
ency. Because the government 
owned railway in Canada has op­
position, it has to keep on its toes 
in order to acquire business. The 
trains have to be good, clean and 
efficient. The two railway lines 
have to compete for business.
A certain electrical industry in 
this province may be, in theory, 
a private company but actually 
it is owned by, probably, thou­
sands of shareholders to whom 
the company is responsible. To 
my mind, this sort of thing is 
preferable to a business run by 
government, which, incidentally, 
seems to have quite enough to 
^ . ,do running its own affairs wUh-
Conservative member. To date.^yj delving into industry. I ca:
parliament, 1 cannot and will not 
vote for them. It is not their 
ideals which worry me. It Is what 
human nature docs to thosa . 
ideals: and I prefer to keep hu -' 
man nature where I can chastlsa . 
it when it needs chastising.
10 YEARS AGO 
April, 1048
Several orders for racing shells 
were lined up during his five 
weeks’ tour of the Pacific coast, 
Gordon Jennens related on his 
return last week to Kelowna. 
Jennens last year started building 
racing shells and completed his 
first one—a single—during the 
winter. He claims to be the only 
racing shell manufacturer in 
Canada.
Interest in the Yale federal by- 
election increased somewhat this 
week with the announcement that 
voters will go to the polls on May 
31. Nominations will close on May 
17, while C. H. Jackson of Kel­
owna has been appointed return­
ing officer. The by-election was 




SEOUL, Korea (Reuters) — A 
seriously wounded South Korean, 
pilot brought his plane in for an 
emergency landing today after 
fighting off a gun-wielding South 
Korean officer who attempted to., 
divert it to North Korea. t
The pilot , bled profusely as he 
landed the plane at Pyongtaik, 40 - 
miles south of here.
Another airman was reported 
to have been Injured in the strug­
gle in the cabin of the C-46 trans- •, 
port. Other South Korean air force 
officers and men travelling as 
passengers finally overpowered 
the gunman, identified as a CapU 
Choi.
there are three candidates in the 
field. They are W. A. C. Bennett, 
Pro. Conservative, E. J. Cham­
bers of Penticton, Liberal, and 
0. L. Jones, Kelowna, CCF.
20 YEARS AGO 
April, 1938
Authorization has been granted 
by the department of transport 
to Radio Station, CKOV in Kel­
owna to increase its power from
see, of course, that theoretically 
it might be a good thing if we, 
the people, owned all our re­
sources—timber, mines, power 
and so forth—it might be a good 
thing were it not for one element 
which is too often forgotten, and 
that is, human nature.
Human nature, given too much 
power and too much authority, is 
apt to become corrupt. If an in- 
250 watts to 1.000 watts. J. w^l^'^idual becomes corrupt he can 
B. Browne, station managei\ an- dealt with but who is going
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Now the need for economic re- governed in the interests of Can- 
construction on a staggering scale adians and not an economic dime 
stares us in the face. Inflation Utore operated for the interests 
must be defeated; lo.st foreign of profligate Americans.
To Bypass 
Say Canucks
n,.t u  i..st doc™'t seem to thun-; school lunch hour for a glass or 
months ngo—was the CannulanH more. The onner’s Iwo of beer, Only beer, ij seems,I dor much any r .  pap r’s
'editorial sums up the main effect _  The electors, goes on thcu||^^,j
Telegraph, have preferred Mr,
ODlcfenbnker'.s program of public 
works, with its imaginative em-
was taken. The schoolkids wait 
until they leave school before
MONTREAL (CP) — Two Ca­
nadian businessmen have ac­
cused the United States govern­
ment of plotting to' bypass an in­
ternational tax convention and 
force Canadian companies, with 
dealings across the border (to pay 
a double tax—to Canada and the 
U.S,
A U.S. government move to col­
lect $2,587,000 In alleged back 
taxes from a Canadian corpora­
tion qf which they arc directors 
is a prelude to : "wholesale tax 
attacks" on such Cnnqdlan com­
panies, they said.
The businessmen are Sertator 
T,eon Methot of Trols - Rivieres, 
Que,, a; 63-ycar-old lawyer, and 
48-year-old Mprson S, Fothcring- 
ham of Quebec City, Both are dl
hasls on the ^ ; councils It may be expected to beer, . . .
anndp s for and supi>ort every policy I ■
U' tho tux holiday b> which ,yi,||p maintaining the West*'
Pear.sqn , i w s c d  lorn cause, offers imy hope of re-!
sjK'ndlng-iKrwcr so n.s to stiuui- imstllity of cast and- ........  J lW
lute employment,"
LIBERAL CONGRATULATIONS 
The mhre popular hut unavow- 
cdly Liberal newspaper congrnui- 
lati'.i Canada and Diefenbakcr, 
Thev read tho situation In Cnn- 
nda In recent years as one in 
which the Liberal administration 
had permitted the Canadian eco­
nomy to fall under American 
jtinandal domination.
BIG PRODUCER
PEIPING I Reuters I -L A 29-
notice Monday In a Cincinnati 
circuit court of appeals that it 
plans to appeal the tax court de­
cisions.
The American move, the two 
executives said in a prepared 
statement. Is "clearly designed 
to open tho gates to wholesale 
American lax attacks upon the 
hundreds of Cnnndlnn companies 
that sell products or have other 
business dealings in the United 
States."
They claimed that tho . notion 
in effect invites the U.S. eou;t of 
avuienls to rewrite the Cnivada- 
U,S, tax treaty without crinsulting 
Canada
The treaty i's a eonvention be-
nounced to The Courier this week.
30 YEARS AGO 
April, 1928
The City Cricket Club held its 
annual meeting this week, offi­
cers for thp season were chosen 
as follows: president, A. H.
Crichton: vice-president, H. A. 
Blakeborough; secTetar.y-treasur- 
er, F. M. Keevil; executive A. H. 
Crichton, H. Mangin, F. M. 
Keevil. It is expected that as soon 
as weather conditions permit, the 
work of installing the practuce 
pitch will be commenced, and a 
league schedule will be drawn up 
before the grounds are ready for 
use.
40 YEARS AGO 
April, 1918
The Kelowna Automobile and 
Good Roads Association came into 
being last week, incorporating 
under the Benevolent Societies 
Act. Elected president was Mr. 
F. M, Buckland; vice-president, 
Mr. J. D. Williams and secretary- 
treasurer was Mr. J. W. B. 
Browne. Committee members 
nomihated were: Mo.ssrs. P. Du- 
Moulin, A. L. Soames, S. T. El­
liott, L. Y. Rogers, D. H, Ratten- 
bury, W. C. Renfrew and Geo. 
Monford. It was decided that the 
club’s territory should extend 
from Okanagan Centre south to 
Peachland.
50 YEARS AGO 
April, 1908 
We acknowledge receipt of the 
first copy of the "Kcrcmcos 
Trumpet," issued at the Similka- 
meon town of that name by Mr. 
J. A. Brown, lately of Mnnltou, 
Man. We trust the "Trum pet" 
will nlwa.vs maintain the same 
high standard of excellence, aiid 
wc wish it every success in ,the 
rich valley in wlijch it Is pub- 
li.shed.
Creditors knocking at your door? 
Coll NBAGARA-it’s what we’re fori
BIBLE BRIEF
Jnsiia Christ; the name today 
yesterday, and forever. Ilcbrewa 
13:8.
In a day of slilftlng ponulatlons 
langing economies and polltlca 
conditions, fluctuating opinions
rectors of Consolidated Prcml\im 
Ii\on Ores Limited of Toronto,
west,"
IIOPILS
Easter broke liore cri.sp and 
clear, Tliq cockeyed weather of 
the ycar’.n first three months— 
snow and dampnesii roming spas- 
modltfhlly — went slowly, and 
when, for Instance, I t(x)k a li'nln 
ride to England’s West Country 
curlier this week I couldn't help 
recalling tho jw l Browning’s
VANDAL’fl VICTIM
WALLACEBURO. Ont. (C P )-  
Town constable Armor Booth’s
.....— - , . I 1 1.- outside the arena.
But their compUment towards, gushing word* “Oh to be In Eng-j^ns broken into bv n vandal who 
lefehbaker the man is Just a [land now that April’s here." lnj,in,.<i ou reservoir with su-
.year-old sow belonging to an ag- 
rlcviltural eo - operative in Kwel- 
ehow provliu'c has had 61 litters 
with a total of 738 piglets, the 
New Chinn news agency reports. 
Of the pigs Iwrn, 98,7 per cent 
survived, '
D n n  , .... ................................................. ..
little bnclVbnndcd. Gwking back:England’s green countryside, n e a t l y , T h e  motor had to be re
on (he factors, its Ottawa eor-'and green, you ean see what he
rew ndenL  d'’*'" ***''*■
“The voice of Crtnada," it re-i they eihbaVk on the Scots staple 
marks, "will again bo raised drink dlet-iwhlcn eohslsts of a 
with mithorlly in InternatlonuL shot of whisky aticL a chaser of
EATON, INVOLVED 
, Tlie fight also involves Cana 
dlnn-born financier Cyrul: Eaton 
and William IL Daley, his part 
ncr ' in a Cleveland investment 
firm. T h e y  own Consolidated 
Premium.
Sohatbr Methot and Mr, Fothcr- 
Inghnm also claim tha( In effect 
the U.S. government Is trying to 
collect taxes on profits of Cana- 
dlarr operations of n U.S.-owned 
company.
A U,S. tax court last April re­
jected a claim by the U.S. Inter­
nal revenue service that Mr. 
Eaton and Mr, Dnley owed II,- 
900,000 In back income taxes, The 
same court relccted a compan­
ion elalni for $2,587,000 in baqk
- .....  , ItnxoB from Consolidated Prem-
■l*iurc vv(i» also the emergence llntaln's politicians have just’ Tjie first printing press on thCjlnni, 
of n iKjpulnr lender, Johiv Dlefcn-.over a week ^awny from the | American continent wiis used byjtO  APPEAL DECISION
baker. « colourful evangelistiHoiuies of Parliament over Eas-■ Spanllards In Mexico in 1539. Ihe U.S. government aerved
tween the two countries to avoid 
(ibiiblc taxation. Tax rcspnnslbil- 
ItKof a corporation in one coun­
try 1s determined on whether It 
htis' a "normanent estahli.sh 
ment" In tho other country.
The U.S, embassy In OtUiwa 
said the outoomo of the tax ap 
peal cannot result in eircumven 
tlon of the tax convention,
From t i m 0 to time, the em-( 
bossy !itatement said, both U.S 
and Canadian courts may bo ex 
pcctcd to have enses referred to 
them for tho facts, and "then^ai)- 
ply the pertinent provisions of 
tiie tax convention."
“ In all such cases It may be 
confidently expecterl llwu the na­
tionals' of each country will be 
afforded the fullest protection of 
tho law. The U.S. governmenl is 
vltallv Interested in the rouble 
taxation convention." '
.faspor National Park In Ihe 
Rocky NJovmtnlns covers an Area 
of 5,380 square miles.
how comforting to know that 
Chrl.st is the same, that his ctlilc 
and teaching are relevant for 
every age
N
^  ®  BiS SS
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M ARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Fun As A Friend, A Flop Otherwise; 
Woman Wonders If She's Frigid
DEAR MARY HAWORTH; This,ena, arc perennially bringing 
Is a most embarrassing question, the public up-to^iate on the status 
but I do need an objective opin-jof womens reaction <or lack ol 
ion and I don't know whom 11same' to the other sex. 
could possibly ask. unless you.j And it seerns to me that almost 
Is there such a thing as a frigid! invariably their story is that 
person? approximately
I am a girl in my late twenties 
#  and I have no trouble attracting 
men. The problem is how to hold 
their interest. I never have 
lackcii dates, and still don’t — 
probably because I am (fortun­
ately) a very good dancer, a 
better than average athlete and 
I have a great capacity for en­
joying life.
But as a sweetheart 1 am a 
complete flop. When a man 
attempts to kiss me goodnight 
he gets about as much response 
as hef would from a marble 
statue. I have'no emotion what­




I simply can't understand girls 
who have a wonderful time, so 
they say, petting on a first date. 
1 am not condemning them; per­
haps instead I am almost envious, 
as I’ve never had any impulse 
towards that sort of thing, even 
after months of dating a man.
Yet the sad part is that I want play her *a'se 
very much to be loved, and to | humiliation, e ^ o ita ti 
but what man could break, defeat, etc., inmarry „
be interested in a girl like me.
I have gone out with a good many 
men, and for lengthy periods. 
And they have really liked me, 
and I them. But they can’t pos­
sibly understand, and frankly 
neither can I, why I have no 
emotion whatever.
Am I just one of those people 
who are to be denied the glamor 
of love or romance? Or do you 
think some knight in shining 
armor will show up, to arouse a 
storm of feeling in me? Any help 
or advice will be greatly apprec­
iated. —A. E.
THERE ARE MASSES 
OF FRIGID PERSONS
____ , half the female
Iiopulation of the nation is found 
(on the basis of confidential tes­
timony) to be frigidly inclined, 
rather than amative, in circum­
stances that favor lovemaking.
So far as I know, the root 
reasons for this half dead atti­
tude haven’t been fully deciph­
ered and defined, as yet. But I 
surmise that frigidity in women 
is due in large measure to an 
unconscious mixture of fear, re­
sentment and hostility towards 
men; and unconscious disparage­
ment of self (in men’s estimate) 
on the lady’s part.
FEAR, DISTRUST,
BAR AFFECTION 
In short, she operates on a 
blind conviction — ingrained far 
beneath the level of reason — 
that men don’t really like women: 
or at least not herself. Hence 
she is profoundly on guard 
against the possibility of spon­
taneous behavior, in dealing with 
them. She has locked up her 
feelings in self defense, lest they 




Social Register Put On SRelf 
Upper Crust W ithdraws Support
SILK FLOWERS FOR DRAMATIC CHARM
ORANGE-YELLOW SILK 




WHITE SILK HONEY- 
SUCKLE AND LEAVES
TORONTO (CP) - -  An an­
nouncement that the Social Regis­
ter of Canada Limited will be 
publi-shcd in Montreal has brought 
a statement from a group of some 
of Canada's socially prominent 
people that they will no longer 
be associated with the book.
’The s t a t e m e n t  from Lady 
Eaton, Mrs. Arnold M. Trow and 
Wallace Cox of Toronto and Sen­
ator Thomas Vien and Mr.s. Jo­
seph Perreault of Montreal was 
released after sponsors of the 
book announced their headquar­
ters had been moved to Montreal.
Mrs Zona Cherry of Toronto, 
who was national editor of the
But there will be no board 
and the trustees that were t o . 
handle the checking of persons 
nominated will really be put on 
a shelf to do nothing.
"The new owners thought a 
check by trustees would be too 
tough,” she said.
The Social Register project was 
started in Toronto more than two 
years ago. It was sold in Febru­
ary to Mr. Dawes and David 
Crombic, who is vice-president of 
the new company. The Register 
has yet to be published.
Mr. Cox, spokesman for those 
who declined to have their names 
associated with the project, said
Register, said Wednesday she has they were among a numl^r who
were proposed ns trustees but had 
never accepted.
submitted her resignation in pror 
test against moves made by the 
Register since shifting its head­
quarters from Toronto to Mont­
real.
Mrs. Cherry said she had been 
told by Peter Dawes of Montreal, 
president of the Register, that a 
"secret" would be aoroved across 
the country to check persons 




Consequently, in dating cotn- 
panionship with a man, she is 
emotionally frozen. She is a shell 
of a woman, depersonalized in 
her social responses. She dances, 
talks, Laughs, shares games, etc., 
but her essential self doesn’t fig­
ure in the exchange. She is a 
stranger to warmhearted cherish­
ing sentiments of appreciation 
of the man’s masculinity, as a 
wondrous complement to her fem­
ininity. Thus eventually he feels 
unwanted and in fact repelled, 
and turns elsewhere for reassur­
ance of his worth.'
Isn’t this somewhat the gist of
Singer O f 
Leslie Chabay Com ing
Rare A tta inm ent
Here
Many Glenmore 
People M otor 
To Vancouver
DEAR A. E.: If the experts your failure with men?
are to be believed, there are 
masses of frigid persons. If you 
do much reading, you can hardly 
avoi(i running into chatty statis­
tical reports on the subject.
Human interest writers for the 
women’s magazines, as well as 
professional researchers in the 
field of psychological phenom-
I doubt that a knight in shining 
armor will ever appear, to take 
the initiative in rescuing you. 
More likely, you’ll have to hack 
your own way out of the thicket 
of fear, with psychiatric guid­
ance, if you want to be free to 
enjoy a full range of womanly 
feeling. M.H.
Share Childhood's Dream W orld 
W ith Your Tot For Understanding
By GARRY CLEVELAND
MYERS. Ph.D. I
It’s wonderful when a little child 
begins his flights of imagination.
Around the age of two, he may 
see and hear and talk about 
things that do not exist. Soon he 
can turn anything he chooses 
into what he wishes.
He can breathe life into objects 
he might wish to have come 
alive, even create something out 
of nothing. Space travelers have 
no edge on him. His world, is 
boundless, thanks to his imagi­
nation.
MAY SHOCK ADULT&
’The tot of two or three may 
shock the adults around him who 
always try to square what he 
says or does with the hard cold 
facts of reality.They may even 
accuse hirn of lying about things 
that to him are very real.
But you are different, we trust. 
You enjoy the child’s flights of 
fantasy. You even grow wings of 
imagination yourself and soar 
into space with him.
When he first puts together a 
 ̂ few blocks and calls it a bridge 
or house, you can recognize it as 
such, however farfetched it may 
be.
So, also, you can see from his 
first scrlbblings or drawings i^ a t  
he meant them to be. Or, if'^you 
can’t, and will wait, he will tell 
you what they represent. You 
would not, of course, confess
.-V'-S
your i^orance by asking him to 
name it.
TAKE 1-3 TURN
It will delight him to hear you 
spin imaginary yarns and to take 
his turn making some up out of 
his own little head. Not only the 
content, but the language of these 
yarns is choice.
His efforts at eight or ten, when 
he starts writing compositions, 
may not, alas, be half as good.
Do take down many of these 
yarns and read them back to 
him. Date and file them for his 
and your future enjoyment. A 
few of my readers have sent me 
some of the precious yams little 
children of two to five have cre­
ated, and they are choice. 
CHARMING CREATURES 
Normally, the child from two 
to five lives in a world of imagi­
nation that is full of charming 
creatures. It is wonderful when 
his parents can go with him into 
his enchanted world, walk with 
his magic creatures, talk with 
them and almost ’ be a child 
again themselves.
All too soon, his wings of im- 
gaination-will lose their feathers 
and become as bare as the wings 
of an airplane.
(My bulletins, ‘‘The Beginnings 
of Imagination’’ and "Stimulate 
Your Child’s Imagination’’, may 
be had by sending a self-address­
ed, U.S. stamped envelope to me 
in care of this newspaper,) 
ANSWERING PALrENTS’ 
QUESTIONS
Q. If, when we are about to go 
somewhere with our two children, 
6 and 8, and guests arrive, these 
children may act very disagree­
ably.
A. If you know the guests well, 
explain what your plans were. 
Otherwise, let the children learn 
that you are gracious hosts and 
that some such interruptions are 
Inevitable,
1V13\V
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L O
•  Foams living color rigjht 
into your hair!
•  Washes right out lUth 
your next shampoo!
•  Looks so natural it*s 
your otm  exciting secret!
r' Try new 
DuBarry 
COLOR CLO 
today . . .  it’s 
the fabulous 
foam that’a 




Fourth and final attraction of 
the Civic Music Society’s current 
season, Tenor Leslie Chabay will 
present a song recital in Kelowna 
at the Empress Theatre, April 
12, at 8:15.
Selected as soloist' by Eric 
Leinsdorf, Charles Munch, Dim­
itri Mitropoulos, Arturo Toscanini 
and Fritz Reiner, critics have 
uniformly praised the Hungarian 
born tenor.
With orchestra he has perform­
ed in Mozart’s “ Idomeneo," Ber­
lioz’ "L’Enfance du Christ," Bri­
tten’s "Lcs Illuminations,’’ the 
Ninth Symphony of Beethoven 
and also in Britten’s “Serenade 
for Tenor, Horn and Strings.”
After a concert with Dimitri 
Mitropoulos and the Minneapo­
lis Symphony critics said that he 
has "a voice and vocal intelli­
gence that provided delight and 
satisfaction from first to last. He 
is a singer of fine musical gifts 
who used them in a manner au­
thoritative and ingratiating."
Appearances with the Metro­
politan and San Francisco Opera 
Companies, the Boston and NBC 
iSymphonies, the Aspen and Beth­
lehem Festivals, and the Minnea­
polis, Pittsburgh, Boston, Chic­
ago and Rochester Orchestras, 
have helped to establish Chabay 
as a concert artist.
Included among his recital 
pieces are the Songs of Dowland, 
Purcell, Caccini; t h e  sacred 
songs of Schuetz, Da Viadana 
and Bach; Lieder and song cy­
cles by Schubert, Beethoven, 
Schumann, Brahms, and the folk 
music of Hungary, Italy arid of 
Vienna.
Following a performance at 
the Aspen Festival, the maga­
zine Musical America stated that 
"Mr. Chabay provided the high 
moment of this occasion with 
such exquisite singing of Schu­
bert that the audience was hush­
ed for moments after he had fin­
ished each song.”
Chabay, acclaimed by many as 
a musician’s musician, began his 
musical career in the ' opera 
houses of Europe, and has con­
tinued it in North America.
His operatic roles are many, 
including that of Tamino in Mo­
zart’s “Magic Flute” , Ferrando 
in Mozart’s “Cosi Fan Tutte.” 
Count Almaviva from Rossini’s 
"Barber of Seville,” the Duke 
from “ Rigoletto” by Verdi, 
Prince Shuisky from Mciussorg- 
sky’s "Boris Godunof” ; a n d  
David in Wagner’s "Die Meister- 
singer.”
Chabay has also sung the tenor 
solo roles in Handel's VMqssiah” , 
the "St. Matthew Passion” of 
Bach, the Verdi "Requiem” , and 
in Beethoven’s ‘Missa Solemnis” .
The versatile singer has re­
corded for RCA Victor, Bartok 
and Concert Hall Records.
His talents were summed up by 
the New York Time.s in this fas­
hion: “ It was one of the best
GLENMORE — The Glenmore 
song recitals given here this sea- hobbby. You know Reginald Kell,  ̂branch of the Anglican Parish
son. He sings with intense per­
sonal conviction.” ,
"And in these days when one 
hears so many good interpreters 
with’ no voices or fine voices with 
no interpretation, it was a real 
pleasure to listen to Chabay."
Leslie Chabay’s main h(3bby is 
good music. “But,” and his e.ves 
sparkle, "I have another big
the clarineUst? He and I are will hold its regular month-
champion trout fishermen of As- ■»» j  a ia
pen. 4 .  those little streams 9.000 ly meeting on Monday. April 14.
feet up in the mountains—they 
are magnificent.” The Chabays. 
the concert artist, his wife and 
11-year-old son, Ilan, love the 
nine weeks in the Colorado Roc­
kies. “ Ilan is a regular cowboy 
while we are there,” he states.
DR. AND MRS. W. J. O’DON­
NELL . . . left today for Spokane, 
Wash., where Dr, O’Donnell will 
attend sessions of the Spokana 
Surgical Society.
COAST HOLIDAY . . .  Mr. and 
Mrs. Lawrence Schlcppe and Mr. 
and Mrs. Adam Schlcppe enjoyed 
the long holiday weekend at tha 
coast.
MISS EVA LAING . . . departs 
today for an interesting holiday. 
Travelling first to Creston to at­
tend a wedding, then journeying 
on to Calgary to visit her brother. 
After a visit with relatives north 
of the foothills city. Miss Laing 
will journey to several southern 
states.
MR. AND MRS. E. A. LORD- 
ING . . . and their daughter Miss 
uKuiui iui Ain; wvv.iiu, wiiiv.. lo Betty Lording left yesterday for 
made annually entitles the win-!** holiday in Spokane where they 
ner to a trio to the annual pro-|P^**** spend about five days. 
vincial meeting.
Mrs. S. D. Dyson and Mrs. Mi­
chael Utley travelled to Vancou-I 
ver this week to attend the Brit­
ish Columbia Girl Guide Associ­
ation annual meeting being held 
April 10, 11, 12.
Mrs. Utley will represent Dis­
trict No. 1, Kelowna, and Mrs. 
Dyson will be the District No. 2 
renresentative.
Mrs. Dy.son has been chosen 
as the guidcr whose work has 
been outstanding in the North 
Okanagan. The award, hich is
ALICE WINSBY Women’s Editor
FRI. APRIL 11, 1958 THE D.AILY COURIER
Tea AniJ Fashion Show Planned 
By The Dr. Knox Chapter lODE
The first vice-regent, Mrs. H.Ffit from this anriual event.
Williams presided at the regular 
monthly meeting"Df the Dr. J. 
W. Knox Chapter I.O.D.E. which 
was held at the home of Mrs. R. 
P. MacLean on Tuesday, April 8.
The 10th annual Spring Tea and 
Fashion Accessory Show, under 
the convenership of Mrs. E. A. 
Russell and Mrs. H. Johnston will 
be held at the home of Premier 
and Mrs. W. A. C. Bennett April 
23 at 3 p.m. and again at 8:30 
p.m. Hats and accessories will 
be modelled, and tea will be 
served.
Community welfare will bene-
A large picture of the royal 
family was presented to Sunny­
vale School by the chapter. The 
presentation was made by the 
Regent, Mrs. C. Pettman during 
a morning class.
The 45 th provincial annual 
meeting of the I.O.D.E, will be 
held in the Hotel Vancouver 
April 14, 15, 16. Attending from 
the Dr. W. J. Knox Chapter, Kel­
owna,'will be the Regent, Mrs 
C. Pettman, accompanied by Mrs 
J. Panton, Mrs. E. Russell, Mrs. 
J. Gordon, Mrs. A. B. Clark, and 
Mrs. K. Parker.
at 8:00 p.m. at the home of Mrs. 
M. V. Hickman.
Building figures for the month 
of March in Glenmore totalled 
$58,150, bringing the total to date 
to $127,252. For the same period | 
last year, March showed $12,1001 
with the total January to March 
31. $16,600.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Gorby and son 
Vern spent the Easter holiday 
weekend in Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Robson and 
family motored to Vancouver for 
the weekend to visit the latter’s 
aunt and uncle Mr. and Mrs. E. 
H. Paul.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Lipsett with 
their sons Bobby and Gary mo­
tored to Ladner over the week­
end to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Sutton left 
Sunday for Port Alberni, Van­
couver Island to spend an Easter 
holiday with their daughter and 
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ron 
Lyons. Travelling with Mr. and 
Mrs. Sutton was their daughter, 
Mrs. Jack Thomson arid grand­
daughter Heather.
The monthly meeting of the 
Girl Guide Association will be 
held at the home of Mrs. E. T. 
Butler, 1870 Maple St., on Mon­
day, April 14 at 8 p.m.
W illett-Crichton 
Rites Conducted 
A t St. Andrew's
On April 8. at St. Andrew’s 
Church, Okanagan Mission, Aus­
ten F. Willett, eldest son of Mr. 
and Mrs. V. Willett, Okanagan 
Mission, was united in marriage 
to Madge J. Crichton, eldest 
daughter of Mrs. Crichton and 
the late Mr. A. H. Crichton, of 
Kelowna. Rev. J. E. W. Snow­
den officiated.








FOR FREE DELIVERY 
JUST DIAL 3333
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Husband And W ife Combination 
Solves G.P. Overwork Problem
Callas Comes Back To Curtain 
Calls And Ovation A t La Scala
MILAN, Italy (AP) — Soprano audlonce began to relax
MONTREAL (CP) — Dr. Ray­
mond Stubbing and his wife 
Sylva, also a doctor, believe they 
have solved the.general practi­
tioner’s problem of too much 
work and too little time.
A husband and wife team 
makes a “perfect combination” 
and permits a fairly balanced 
work load, said the Hamilton 
couple, here to attend refresher 
courses at the Montreal General 
Hospital.
Mrs. Stubbing had to abandon 
her practice a few years ago 
when the first of their four chil­
dren was born, but she plans to 
resume an office partnership with 
her husband ns soon as the 
youngest child is old enough to 
give her more free time.
The c o u p l e  married while
175
Marla Callas made a triumphant 
comeback to Italian opera nt La 
Scala Wednesday night.
Five minutes of cheering and 
five curtain calls were her re­
ward ns the. star of Donizcttl’a 
Anno Boleyn. It was her firsit np- 
penrnnee in Italy s i n c e  she 
walked out on a Rome audience 
Jan. 3.
The tcmpcraincntal singer Is 
reputed to expect a burst of ap­
plause to greet her first appear 
once.
Some said a comparative lack 
of such applause caused her to 
lose her temper in the Rome per* 
(ormnnee of Norma and to refuse 
to come back for the second act, 
President Giovanni Gronchl and 
jri glittering opening night audi­
ence awaited her return in vain 
that night In Rome. She said af 
torwnrd she didn't come back be­
cause she lost hcV voipe. ,
There was silence from the 
audience at her first appearance 
Wednesday night. Miss Callas ap- 
pearctl to hesitate. Then with n 
stiff movement, she vv̂ mt to the 
centre of the stage. Conductor 
Ginnandrea Caviuzeni wavtnl for 
her to sing. She ■ sang and the
There wore polite cheers and 
applause after the first two acts. 
Through act III she built up to 
the climax of cheers and curtain 
calls. ,
From the stage dqor fans car 
ried her to the car tliaf took her 
homo. ,
studying medicine at the Univer 
Mty of Western Ontario in Lon­
don, Ont. For five yeaars after 
they graduated, they maintained 
a joint office in Scotstown, Que.
“ It was an ideal set-up,” they 
said.
Mrs, Stubbing said her husband 
took the outside calls and she 
did the office consultations. When 
patients insisted on a male doc­
tor. she arranged morning ap­
pointments for Mr. Stubbing so 
he still had afternoons and eve­
nings free for outside calls.
The refresher course lasted 
five days and attracted 16 doc­
tors from Canada and the United 
States, It was accredited by the 
College of General Practice of 
Canada and the American Acad­
emy of General Practice.
^,Mrs. Jack Snowsell and her 
daughter Judy are spending a 
short holiday in Spokarie, Wash.
Mrs. E. Snowsell and Mr. and 
Mrs. E. Benzer motored to Dun­
can, Vancouver Island to attend 
the wedding of Mrs. Snowsell’s 
grandson, Mr. Alan Snowsell.
Visitors at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. W. Strachan over the holi­
day were their daughter and son- 
in-law, Mr, and Mrs. L. R. Mac- 
Hardy and family, also Miss 
Diane Manson an(i Mr. David 
Kelly. .
Visitors at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. H. R. Hawley, Dilworth 
Crescent, were the former’s par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Haw­
ley, who have been holidaying in 
San Francisco, Calif.
SCOTTISH SCENERY
The River Dee, famed for sal­
mon, flows 90 miles through 
beautiful scenery to the North 
Sea at Aberdeen.
A U C T I O N
3  THURSDAY, 
APRIL 17
Refrigerators, b e d s ,  
table and c h a i r s ,  
stoves, lamps, dishes, 
accordions, clothes, 
typewriter.
Many more items too numerous to mention.
OKANAGAN TRADING POST
Vernon. Rd., 3 miles from Kelowna, Phone 8433
Papas M ust Share Responsibility 
Of Raising Children Says Judge
Mot
ICiXANDIC ORIGIN1
First Icelandic settlement in 
Manitoba, Gimli on Lake WInni- 
Twg WAS nomed in 1875 after the 
legendary residenco of Odin.
Spring Flowers 
Brighten Bazaar 
A t W infield
WINFIELD — Va.sos of daffo­
dils and narcissi centered each 
table and bouquets' of the same 
around tive hull .set a lovol.v 
springtime theme In St, Margar­
et's Parish Hall for the annual 
Eh.ster bazaar siwusorc.ci by the 
thiW branches of, St. Margaret’s 
Guild. i
Mrs, E, Crowder, Mr.ŝ  N, 
Hitchman and Mrs, B, Baker 
were In charge of the needle 
work .stall which carried u very 
good selection of articles. Mrs, 
R. Chcesemnn and Mrs. J. Chis­
holm were laisy at tlie well la­
den home cooking stall.
Tea was served and enjoyed by 
irill present and approximately 
$81,00 was raised.
Mr. and Mrs, H. Bond sjwnt 
the Easter weekepd v‘l»jting with 
their daughter and son-ln-lnw, 
Mr. and Mrs, J. S. Shearer in 
I Penticton. A
TORONTO (CPI—A judge says 
too many Canadian fathers feel 
education of children in the home 
is a job for mother.
Judge C, L. Austen of Welling­
ton county juvenile ' and family 
court told the Ontario School 
Trustees’ and Ratopnyors' As.so- 
clntlon Tue.sdny husband; genor- 
ally believe their wives auto- 
mnticnlly shouldered the respon­
sibility when they were married 
Judge Austen said; “Most fa­
thers don't want to bo bothered 
with the education of their chll 
dron. They should romombor that 
there will bo plenty qf time for 
other things after their children 
grow up.
And there will be plenty of 
lime to live a lifetliric of regret 
If their children have not grown 
\ip properly."
Hq said there are no shortcuts 
in parenthood. “Anyone who 
thinks that TV can replace the 
parent is sadly mistaken.”
INDIAN NAME
Stndacona was the name of the 
Indian village that Jacques Car- 
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1555 ELLIS ST. 
PHONE 2285
Flows on in m inutesi 
Stays bright fo r years !
Waihing and tcrubblng can'f harm Super 
Wall-Tono'i iparkllng beauty. H'l made 
from a latex rubber bate that drie* to 
form a tough, eailly-waihable finiih. No 
mixing or thinning . . . leavei no itreoki 
or lop morki. Sloyi lovely year offer 
,yeor. ' ,
B eaidiy by the gallon 
fOR ALL Vduit PAINTING NEEDSl
KELOWNA, B.C.
M ARSHALL WELLS STORE
HARDWARE, FURNITURE, 
and APPLIANCES -  Owner
fyW'V.
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wm/rngf SPORTIIGHT HOCKEY SCORES
Maroons, Packers Both Outi »'
» ! S tan trv  Cdd
To W in The Game Tonight
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Courier Sports Editor)
Both the Winnipeg Maroons and the Kelowna PackenBOin tne VYinmptj, . nVIm-k in semi-final 2-1.
will be eager to win a hockey game tonight at 8 o clock in
ley op
Boston 5 Montreal 2 
Best-of-seven final tied 1*1. 
Calder Cup
Springfield 2 Hershey 3 
First game best-of-seven final.
Memorial Cup 
Regina 8 St. Boniface 4 
Regina leads best - of - seven
the Memorial Arena. • I1 „ n n e ^ ^ 'sa ry  5 Edmonton 2
I'or the Maroons, a loss tonight will mean they nave one calgarv wins best-of-five quar- 
aboard that train back to Winnipeg, whereas a win would tcr-final 3-2.
Jiven  up their hopes of going somewhere in this western Cana-; n> w Brunswick Senior 
dian senior "A ” hockey scries. Bathurst 4 CampMUon 3
I  hc Puckers want the game pretty badly, loo, since theyi
arc fully aware lhat ihc Maroons 8“! " 8 ‘“ f '  w e te m ' C nad . Iarcri«edl.t.
,ous each time out, and they arc not planmng on giving them, ^ Yorkton 0
too many chances. There were times on Wednesday night,! Kenora wins best-of-five semi- 
especially in the opening moments of both the first and second;final 2-1, two games tied.
/periods, when Dave Gatherum had to be greui in the Packers 
nets to keep them out. -
The surprising part of their showing, according to some 
hockey fans’ comments, was the lack of finish that the Winni- 
• -peg boys showed around the Packers’ nets, in spite of the vast 
hockey experience of the individual. Actually, this seeming lack 
of polish is mostly caused by condition.
Looking back to a few short months ago when the Pack­
ers went into a slump, the fan with the long memory will recall 
that the first noticeablejSgn of slipping was lack of finish around 
the goal. Passes were finding their way out of the corners with
no receivers to pick them up. Forwards were letting their checks j WINNIPEG <CP> —
get away from them, and a great number of the passes were pats took a one-game 
thrown cither ahead of the intended receiver, or behind him.
This is largely the matter with the Maroons up to date.
’ They haven’t had enough keen competitive hockey to put them 
" in the pink of condition, and consequently have to apply then 
minds largely to the business of making those legs do what : - - - - y  . y .
,,thcy want them to. It’s only when the hockey player is m t i p - t o p -of-.seven series. The remain- 
shape that the skating becomes an automatic thing ana tne games will be played in Rc- 
nassinc checking and shooting become easier as a consequence, gina. The winner will go against
A^d W ievc L  it Ihote M.-vroons do reach that pink, the E a«  tor the Memorial C„pAnu oeiievc luv, i Canadian junior hockey title.
they’ll be hard to handle.
NO CHANCE FOR DEFENCE
The hard part of being a defensive hockey club is the 
fact that you must make the initial jump, get a lead and hold
With the defensive work put on by Bill Juzda and Laurie 
May on one pair and Tom Pockey, Sheldon Bloomer, Gordon jjmgies wem lo uora oer-
- Simpson on the other, backed up by the goal-tending of bugar Lnson. Dave Balon and Bill Le-
Jim Henry, the boys from the ’Peg will be a hard-rock wall caine
should they get an initial lead. Their trouble in the two games
played so far is that forwards haven’t been able to get that lead.
Actually, the Packers are a tremendous defensive club 
also, as their penalty-killing in Wednesday’s third period will 
testify. Referee Van Deelen banished Andy McCallum to the 
sin-bin when Moe Young was already serving a hold-over sen­
tence from the second frame and the Packers had a twoman 
deficit for a full minute.
Slightly one minute after they had come back to full 
strength again. Van Deelen sent Young away again^ on a 
border-line hooking call, and three minutes after the Packers 






THIRD PATTON CUP GAME 
TEES OFF HERE TONIGHT
The Kelowna*Packers and Winnipeg Maroons clash 
tonight in the Memorial Arena for the third game of their 
best-of-seven Patton Cup semi-finals, game time 8 o’clock.
The Packers currently lead the series, 2-0, following 
a 5-0 and a 4-1 victory in the first two starts.
Fourth and fifth games of the scries will be played 
in Kelowna on Saturday and Monday nights, with a sixth, 
if necessary, returning to the Kamloops Memorial Arena.
BC Bird Finals
* 1  T  I
F i n i s h  T o d a y
Simmons 
As Habs
Lynne MacDougall, the Orchard City’s top badminton 
lassie, is holding her own in the B.C. Junior Badminton tourna­
ment which winds up on the Gaston Avenue courts today.
MacDougall is a finalist in llic girls’ singles under 18; 
the girls’ doubles under 18. with Jackie Stinson of Kelowna, 
and the mixed doubles under 18, with Cliff Russell of Fort 
St. James.
Carol Ashby, youthful Vancouver star, promises to be 
one of the big winners also as a finalist in girls’ singles against 
_ j  „ j  MacDougall, and in the under 16 as well. Ashby is also teamed
I . .. j w i t h  Jenniler Burke of Vancouver in the girls doubles finals,
under 16.
“ • . , . . , START AT 1 P.M. son of Vernon face Diaha Godfrey
the key figure in leading his club fioRATH GETS TWO Here are the finalists, which of Victoria and Gibson of Vernon,
out of the Stanley Cup wilderness! Bronco H o r v a t h  paced the|start playing off this afternoon! 14 and under class. Tolman and 
and squaring the best-of-seven Bruins with two goals. Others;at 1 o’clock, with the girls’ singles;Burke of V'ancouver face .Rolf 
final with Montreal Canadiens at;were scored by rookie Norm; under 14: Paterson and Gilberta Semadini
a game apiece. iJohnson, Don McKenney and! in the girls’ singles under 14,'of Penticton, for the under 16
The 26-ycar-old netininder from;Larry Regan. |two Victoria girls. Margo Izard;class, and MacDougall teams up
Port Colbornc. Ont.. was plenty! Bernie (Boom Boom) Geoffrionjand Judy Humber, are matched with Cliff Russell of Fort St. 
hot in Bo.ston’s 5-2 trouncing of and defenceman Doug Harvey for the championship. James against Hurd and Humber
' The boys’ singles under 14 is an of Victoria for the under 18 class
MONTREAL (CP) — .. - - -  ,-----  ------------------
mons, Boston Bruins’ i50-poundisecing the proud National Hockey 
. . . .  (League champions start flounder-goalie, was acclaimed today as *
the favored Montrealers Thurs- scored for Montreal, 
day night but the dash and drive! The happy Bruins arc scheduled 
1 of his mates was an equally big to leave by plane tonight for Bos- 
Reginal factor. Ton, where the third and fourth
all-interior affair, with Roddy ; Finals start at 1 p.m. and are 
Bennett of Kelowna matched;expected to be completed by 6
—  ------  I against Ed Paterson of Vernon, (p.ni.
lead in! The Bruins, alert lor breaks.;games will be played Sunday and played at the same time as the
I
LYNNE MicDOUGALL 
No. 1 “bird" girl
their Memorial Cup semi-final [squelched the Canadiens with theiTuesday. Canadiens will rernain 
series Thursday night with an 8-4 same formula they_uscd in knock-1 at home until Saturday night
victory over St. Boniface Cana­
diens.
They overpowered Canadiens 
with five goals in the second pee­
ing off New York Rangers in the leaving then by train. ’They will 
semi-final. They struck swiftly in| work out on home ice Saturday 
the first period, racking up a 3-1 morning.
and i  j i r  titl .
Canadiens. who won the second 
game 8-3 after d r o p p i n g  the 
opener 7-5, started out as though 
they might repeat their winning 
effort. They led 1-0 at the end of 
the first period. However, the 
Pats took over in the second.
Bill Hicke led Regina with 
three goals. Gerry Kolb scored 
twice. Singles ent to Gord Ber-
S / O o t t i-
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Lane, Happy Horse Triidei^ 
Uses Tricks For Tho tribe
an interference call for throwing a body check on the puck 
carrier, a tough penalty to reconcile w ith  fact. It was on this 
session that the Maroons scored the only one they have made 
iff'tllff series To date, but they were still in arrears so they didnt 
£Ct much chance to go into their defensive play.
One of the interesting highlights of the defensive play put 
on by the Winnipeg club in killing a penalty is the checker­
board style of passing they adopt. It’s a style never seen before 
in this league, and it is strictly a dangerous w a y  to operate, 
since a slip by one of the passers behind his own blue line 
leaves the attacker in possession right on the club’s doorstep.
Another reason fbr caution in this method of play is the 
fact brought up by-PatXoburn, the Packers’ defence man Jiow 
sitting it out with a bad shoulder. As Pat said, The rule book 
says you must advance the puck at all times, and a stringent 
referee could upset the plans of the hockey club using this 
style of penalty-killing quite easily.
However, the way the Maroons’ rearguard have used it, 
the method has proven to be quite effective.
SITUATION GRIM
The urgent need for better support from Kelo\xma hockey 
fans cannot be too urgently stressed. The Orchard City has be­
come a target for justifiable comment- on their lack of support 
for the first championship hockey club ever produced here.
There is no way of answering these .comments, either, ex­
cept by attending hockey games and displaying the enthusiasm 
for the Packers that hockey fans in other valley cities have 
shown in past days for their Elks, Canadians or V’s. This is a 
moment in history that may never be re-lived, the first and 
maybe the last time when Kelowna fans can watch their own 
club battling for the Allan Cup right on their own doorstep.
How about it, Packer-Backers? . __________
SAN FRANCISCO (API—Eddie 
Machen and Zora Folley fought 
to a 12-round draw, so what hap­
pens?
Machen, No. 1 heavyweight 
contender, went to a doctor. Fol­
ley, ranked No. 2, planned to con 
suit a lawyer.
Dr. Sam Sherman said Thurs­
day that Machen, 25, suffered 
pulled muscles in the left shoul­
der. Sherman advised a long lay­
off. Similar shoulder trouble had 
forced a 'postponement of the 
fight from March 19 to Wednes­
day night.
Bill Swift, Folley’s manager, 
said he asked lawyer William 
Burres to study California law 
relating to boxing and then “file 
as strong a protest as we can.” 
Swift said he was so certain 
Folley was far ahead on points 
he told him to take it easy in the 
final round; Two of the three offi­
cials gave that one to Machen 
previously undefeated, and that 
brought about the draw.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Frank Lane is the kind of base­
ball horse trader who will swap 
two young colts for tired old plow 
pullers and then find he has 
prancing thoroughbreds.
But good, bad or indifferent 
with his multiplying deals, it can 
never be said Lane is content 
with the status quo. He is the 
game’s No. 1 manipulator.
The man who introduced the 
three-platoon system first with
C h ? c tg " i te  Sox then St. ing crown is his likely ^bstitu te. 
,ouis Cardinals — th a t  is, one! After the Giants had gone
team going, one coming and one 
playing—is up to similar tricks 
as general manager of Cleveland 
Indians.
The Indians won a 15-14 10-mn- 
ing marathon over San Francisco 
Giants Thursday in Houston, Tex, 
and Lane’s deft hand was red
law n Bowlers 
Open Season 
In Two Weeks
The official opening of the Kcl
ognizable in the proceedings.
Mickey Vernon hit a three-run 
homer in the eighth to put Cleve­
land ahead 12-11. Vernon. 40 next 
week, was brought from Boston 
Red Sox last winter. It’s a good 
thing.
HAS CRACKED ANKLE
Cleveland’s regular first base- 
man, Vic Wertz, cracked an ankle 
March 30 and probably is lost 
until fJuly. Vernon, who twice 
won the American League batt-
girls.
Ashby and Burke of Vancouver; 
will play off for the girls’ singles i 
under 16 and Keith Tolman of j 
Vancouver will face Rolf Pater-! 
son of Vernon in the boys’ singles | 
under IG. j
In the under 18 class, Ashby 
clashes with Kelowna’s MacDou-! 
gall and Harvey Hurd of Victoria 
meets Wayne MacDonnell of Van­
couver. •
In the doubles under 14, Izard 
and, Jean Shepherd of Armstrong 
meet Tanya' Kinakin of Castlegar 
and Eleanor Shannon of Riondel; 
Ed Paterson and Roddy Gibson of 
Vernon face Roddy Bennett and 
Walter Gibb of Kelowna. 
ALL-COAST AFFAIR 
An all-coast affair in the girls’ 
doubles under 16 sees Ashby and 
Burke clashing against Carol 
Hayton and Jean Woolison of Vic 
toria. The Paterson brothers from 
Vernon face Keith Tolman and 
Mai Lower of Vancouver in the 
boys’ class.
Kelowna’s MacDougall and 
Jackie Stinson face Wendy Cox 
and Hayton of Victoria in girls’ 
doubles under 18, and Peter 
Drummond of Salmon Arm teams 
up with Rolf Paterson of Vernon 
for the boys, facing Harvey Hurd 
and Wayne MacDonnell of Vic­
toria.
In mixed doubles, Jean Shep 
herd of Armstrong and Ed Pater-
ahead 14-12 in the 10th inning, 
catcher J. W. Porter lashed out 
a pinch-hit double to score two 
runs and pave the way for the 
victory. Porter came to Indians 
in a four-player deal which sent 
Jim Hegan to Detroit Tigers.
THURSDAY'S FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
St. Paul, Miun. — Del Flana 
gan, 150, NSt. Paul, outpointed 
Walt Byars, 145V4, Boston. 10.
Los Angeles — Mauro Vasquez 
127, Mexico City, outpointed Her 
man Duncan, 127Vi, Los Angeles 
10.
Get set for your fun-days w’ith 
shirts and slacks. Tinic for a 
“change of scene" in your 
sport shirt wardrobe . . . .  
to lighter weights, short 
sleeves, smart new colors and 
patterns.
We’ve got 'em, come in and 
see. As low -as................... 2.95
“Slacken up" for outdoor fun 
and relaxing. Choose from our 
eye-taking array of slacks. 
Faded Blue
Denims a t ...........3.05 to 4.95
Ivy League . . . black and 
beige Polished Cottons . 5.95 
Suntans. A large range, tailor­
ed by Days from 4.95 to 6.50
Many other styles and fabrics 
to choose from.. All prices.
!k
Truman Hats
Cool and light. Ideal for 
Okanagan |  and
wear up
DEPARTMENT STORE 






A field of 130 golfers was ready 
to try it again today in tlic $15,- 
000 Greater' Greensboro O p e n  
tournament. The scheduled open­
ing day was washed out Thurs­
day.
A 36 - -hole windup has been 
scheduled for Sunday to make up 
for the lost day. After 18 holes 
today and 18 Saturday the field 
owna Lawn Bowling Club for this will be trimmed to about 75 for 
season will take place on Wed- final double round, 
nesday, April 23, at 2 p.m. with his seventh
representatives from Vernon and the first coming in the
Penticton invited to participate. ^ . . .
(CP) It wasEDMONTON - 
ncorly nn ull’'EcliTiionton nl|?ht 
Thursday but Cnlgnry Stam- 
fccdcra ndvnnccd to tho Western 
Hockey Longue soipFflnnl playoff.
Two former Flyers. Enio ScU* 
Biz,zl and Al Rollins, did the ma­
jority of the work ns Stnmpeders 
spanked Edmonton 5-2 In the fifth 
pnd deciding game of tho WHL
qunrlor-finnl iScrlcs. , ^
Tho decision advanced Cnlgnry 
fnto a best-of-fivo scml-flnnl scr­
ies against Seattle Americans 
with the first two games sched­
uled for Seattle Saturday and
aSc1W«>. who played with Ed 
imonton |n tho 1953-54 and 54-55
Bn-m I III. i »■ ...
(Bpardman Back 
To Bump Busso
’ BOSTON (AP) — Lightweight 
l.any\D oardm an will seek 
avenge 'an earlier thumping bV 
Johnny Bu.*isb In 'a  10-round fight
tonight. . , , ,
. Bonrdmatt, who has won four 
Btraight slnco returning to the 
ring wars, went into rejlromcnt 
Inst June after n dec|.slve loss to 
BU.S80. Busso will bo jhnklng his 
first appearance following his t(ĉ  
cent nlschurgo
Btntes Army. , . . . .
Ttie fight, to I)c televised, starts 
i t  8 p.m. MST.
■ flnle Kerwln of Ottawa and 
Valley Strenin, N.Y., orlplnally 
was idgncti to go again.st Board- 
man. H« became 111 and Busso 
w as Isrousbt la  a s  a  substitute.
sca.son.s. scored three of the Cal 
ghry goals. Defchccman Doug 
Barkley and Milan Marcettn got 
the other two Stampeder mark­
ers.
Edmonton goal - getters wore 
Frank Roggeveen and former 
Stampeder Dave Duke.
Rollins, with Edmonton when 
Flyers ns a senior club won tho 
Allan Cup in 1947-48. was sensa­
tional In goal. He was particu­
larly effective In the second per­
iod when he stopped 16 drives and 
nullified Flyers’ bid to overcome 
a- 1-0 first-period deficit. In all 
Rollins turned aside 29 .shots.
Barkley scored tho only goal of 
the first period when M monton 
nctmlnder Dennis Rlggin muffed 
h shot from out.sido the blueline. 
Barkley, appeared to bo trying 
only to get the puck Into the Ed­
monton zone,
Scllslzzl and, Rollins got to­
gether in the second period. Rol 
fins kept Flyer.s at bay and Sell 
slzzl scored at tho ninth and IGth 
minutes to put Stamps nliend 3-0,
A dofensivo lapse by Edmonton 
defenceman Bud MaePherson In 
the third perlotl, .saw Mhrcctta 
Increase the Cnlgnry margin to 
4-0. Roggeveen and Duke put Ed 
monton back within striking dis­
tance with just over five minutes 
left. Roggeveen’s goal at 5:0.3. of 
the third period was tho first 
goal .Rollins had Allowed In K)l 
minutes of play between Uio 
clubs.
Sdlsizil put th(i) gnipe out ol 
reach with two seconds to go, 
scoring Into nn empty net after 
coach Bud Polio had pulled Rig 
gin lor a  aiath attacker. ^
Two draws are scheduled for 
the opening day’s play, at 2 p.m. 
and 7 p.m., but players may get 
in practice sessions any time on 
or after Wednesday, April 16. 
The greens are in excellent shape 
this year, and new members will 
be welcomed to the club, both 
male and fcrnale.
The general meeting, prcced 
ing the season's play, will take 
place iri the club house on Satur­
day, April 19 at 7:30, followed by 
a social, and the club cordially 
invites anyone Interested In 
lawn bowling to attend.
1938 inaugural. Lined up against 
him are such men as Stan Leon­
ard of Vancouver and Lachute, 
Que., the defending champion; 
Ken Venturi, Billy Capser. Jay 
Hebert, Art Wall, Doug Ford and 
Mike Souchak.
Leonard' had a two-under-par 69 
In a practice round Thursday.
The Starmount Forest Country 
Club, well watered by earlier 
rain, figured to bo even more of 
a test as a result of tho latest 
downpour. The s l o w ,  heavy 
course likely would give the 
longer hitters an edge.
WISHES
To The ALLAN Cup!
PREFERREDI L J - f  I
L o m b a rd i s c l o t h e s
Bench made means these 
extras
•  Hand buttonholes on sleeves when
requested >
•  Hand stitched edges , ;
,f  Hitnd filled waistband on trousers
S' ' ' ,










SITUATED ON THE VERNON ROAD
After all tke games let's g o . . .  to the Chicken Inn for the finest variety of fried 
chicken and hambSirger> hot dogs, chickenburgor, chips. Try thorny they're delicious!
W
DR.IVE-IN (Formerly Ben-Voul-Inn)
1 MILE EAST ON THE VERNON ROAD
R E S T A U R A N T




Diabolical V illa in Hissed -  Golden-Haired 
Hero Is Cheered As "M ellerdram m er'' Clicks
THE DAILY COTTBIEH R
r » I .  APEIL 11. 1158 **
Rutland AOTS 
Plans Auction
RUTLAND — The Rutland
A. 0. T. S. held their regulRr 
monthly supper meeting in th« 
United Church basement hall.
iram  . a siucspuums. "‘“-‘“ ’“ r  _  . ation highlv amusing. ibra'tory p iano‘‘mood music." t h e s t n a l l c r  than
ioned vehicle, ran at the Empress 'This IS the first ti^ e  since jatmbsphere couldn't have beeni^sw®*- many members being
Theatre Tuesday and Wednesday days \^en  G R IPIN G  audience wanted more of created either as quickly or cf-|away (or the Easter holiday
V ) • V, wnn* Un/rifiro tnkpn seriouslv i Edvth Walk, c's itcrpretation of fectively. week, .\fter an enjoyable supper,
nnH STUPENdI :“Curse Of An Aching Heart” .! "Love Rides the Rails‘‘ directv served by thhe ladies of the Vor-
By IVY HAYDEN (been the storv as "mellerdram- plaved with plenty of zest, by* Clever touches wxro abundant 
Kalnwni little Theatre's "Mail mer" was a ’dark horse as far Marina Hubble. Again subdued, in costuming makeup and set- 
TrSn" a s S p l iu L g  old-fash-1 as KLT was concerned. enthusiasm made a characteru-, tings. Without Bob Hayman s vi­
ed to have as much fun as grand-ithat GRIPPING and STUPEND-.  ̂ . nostalcia the!ed exnertlv bv .Mice Winsbv. was’7  ;...../ " ....... ...  ,
father had, "Love Rides J^e OUS drama of heroism and sac-,An> was sŵ^̂ ^̂  ̂ of KLT’s GLOWING (takeni'*’" "
Rails" . ■ ■ or . . ‘‘Wi 1 The rifice has been enacted on a -  K j f ^ b o u t  Umci bv her pc^-’from program with thanks* the->ncss meeting at which plans for
Mail Train Run Tonight?’ was, Kelowna stage. . fnrmnnce ‘ * t r iu m p h s  I the annual auction were finalized
just what the psychiatrist order-1 Bruce Hedges, a veteran of — •
TV./. ••l/>t’c.W>.iminhihiteH” :«mlv one studio olav—was hissed i
‘atrical TRIUMPHS,
>4:7
 ̂f. i  ’•
'r>•. i I
ed. he “ let’s-be-iini ibit d  jonly  t i  pl y- 
medicine was gobbled up eager-land booed as Simon Darkway. 
ly_ too. j Moustached, silk-hatted, black j
if it»had been possible to detach caped and snickering. Simon was! 
oneself from the fun and games,!also sinfully rich (sole owner of 
the audience might have seemed Bclgo-McCulloch-Joe Rich Rail­
way )!
Mr. Hedges was one of the 
play’s most entertaining perform­
ers. Every gesture and inflection 
hit the mark.






C O N D U a  LOCAL TO URIST CLINIC
almost as entertaining' as the 
players. They hissed the diaboli­
cal villain, cheered the golden­
haired hero as he proclaimed that 
"Strong liqu-o-o-r has never 
touched my lips", and treipbled 
audibly (almost* when pure and j  briefly in four of the fifteen 
innocent Prudence was given a'scenes. Jeanne Kingsley a s ’'Fifi". 
(ate-worse-than-death ultimatum I a French maid, iVas delightfully 
by evil Simon Darkway. [bright and brassy. These mo-
HISSCD AND BOOED j ments were ginger . . . and they
“Love Rides the Rails" was a , could have been annoyingly over-
burle.sque of 1900-vintagc‘‘mellcr- , played.
drammer." Theatrical techniques j  Prudence (Betty Lording* was 
of that period got the works . . . I what her grandchildren would 
with what in this reviewer’s opin-1 term "a square". She was a 
ion was a beautiful balance of Pollyanna’s Pollyanna. Miss Lord- 
restraint and exuberance. Too 
much ham and/or deadpan char­
acterizations would have been 
ruinous . . . and this could have
The date was definitely set for 
Saturday, May 3, at 6 p.m., at 
the Rutland fireball. A drive will 
be put on to obtain goods for sale. 
Several members present stated 
that they have a number of new 
articles of furniture that they 
have been making in their spare 
time that would be donated for 
the auction. The A.O.T.S. plans 
to use the funds to aid with the 
cost of the new church organ. 
Following the business meeting 
two interesting films were shown, 
one on Indo-(?hina. and the work 
The Junior Chamber of Com-[local eliminations will go f o r w a r d C o m n i i s s i o n ,  and the
Junior Chamber W ill 
Again Sponsor Local 
Safe Driving Contest
Experts gave Orchard City 
restaurant, hotel and motel 
operators pointers at Thurs­
day's tourist clinic, sponsored 
by Kelowna board of trade and 
tourist bureau, at the invitation 
of the B.C. Government Travel 
Bureau, Department of Recre­
ation and Conservation. LEFT
ONE-DAY CLINIC
TO RIGHT: Harry Sewell, of 
Simpsons - Sears, Phillip E. 
Edgeumbe, former executive 
secretary of the B.C. region of 
the Canadian Restaurant As­
sociation: Frank H. Seal, four 
time president of Washington 
Motel Hotel Association: Ernest 
Evans, director of the B.C. 
Government Travel Bureau,
and R. H. Dicksejn, western 
manager of the contract divi­
sion of Simpsons-Sears. Another 
member of the panel (not 
shown* is "Nat" Bailey, owner 
of White Spot restaurants in 
Vancouver and a director of the 
U.S. National Restaurant Aso- 
sociation.
ing, although there were one or 
two lapses, would have won 
Queen Victoria’s approval.
Shady lady Carlotta Cortez was
RECEIVE SEVEN TENDERf
merce announced they are ready 
to receive entries for the annual 
teen-age safe driving road-e-o to 
be held in Kelowna on May. 4. 
Teen-agers from Rutland and 
Westbank besides Kelowna may 
enter the contest.
Plans to interest local teen­
agers in taking written and driv­
ing skill contests to promote and 
reward safe car driving among 
young people were explained by 
Bob Gordon. Jaycee road-e-o 
chairman.
Successful contestants In the
Necessity For 
Is Emphasized
Improved Tourist Facilities 
By Visiting Panel
Kelowna restaurant, motel and 
hotel operators got their second 
annual class in public relations 
and efficiency Thursday.
The one-day tourist clinic was 
sponsored by Kelowna board ^f 
trade and tourist bureau at the 
invitation of the B.C. Govern­
ment Travel Bureau, Department 
of Recreation and Conservation 
Five noted experts, Ernest
be any better than its facilities," 
Evans maintained. B.C. he said, 
would have to improve tourist 
facilities before the province 
could-meet U.S. competition. The 
industry’s potentialities, however, 
were "terrific” , he declared.
Service in a motel, said Seal, 
should be little different from 
that offered in a first-class hotel. 
He cited convenience, parking
Lumby Council Awards 
Water System Contract
other, in color dealt with the
["Return of the Beaver." Theto a regional road-c-o atcouver on May 31. | . .. ~
Twelve regional finalists, Mr. Tues-
Gordon said, will be taken to the day. May 13.
Evans, director of the B.C. Gov-1 facilities, appearance and sur- 
/ T,------- Phillip roundings, cleanliness and friend-*!emment Travel Bureau,
E. Edgeumbe, former executive 
secretary of the B.C. Region of 
the-Canadian Restaurant Associ­
ation, "Nat” Bailey, owner of 
White Spot restaurants in Van­
couver and past president of the 
Canadian Restaurant Association, 
R. H.'Dickson, western manager 
of the contract divistion of Simp- 
sons-Sears and Frank H. Seal, 
four time president of the Wash­
ington Hotel Motel Association 
and owner of the 75-unit City 
Centre Motel in Seattle.
All emphasized courtesy, liom- 
fort. efficiency and cleanliness in 
hotels, motels and restaurants 
should give visitors a favorable 
impression o (the city.
IMPROVE FACIIJTIES
‘‘The tourist industry will never
ly atmosphere as factors that 
would keep busniess brisk.
“Repeat customers are a sign 
of satisfactory service,” Seal 
stated.
. Both Edgeumbe and Bailey told 
restaurant operators that em 
ployees should be able to answer 
the tourist’s questions, “even if 
it means going out of their way 
to be helpful.” Bailey indicated 
his employees attended.a weekly 
class where they were shown 
how their jobs (feuld best be done.
Motel and hotel operators were 
advised by Dickson to plan fur 
nishings carefully. Specially made 
furniture, he said, could provide 
maximum comfort and at the 




B.C. Teachers’ Federation ran 
advertisements in British news­
papers warning that 25 areas 
in the province were in dispute 
over salaries with school dis­
tricts.
Fred Macklin, secretary- 
treasurer for School District 
23, said the move resulted in 
the cancellation of an applica­
tion from at least one British 
teacher, although some districts 
reported three and four can­
cellations.
Several school boards plan 
hiring British teachers to over­
come the anticipated shortage 
next fall.
It is understood that the 
^CTF cancelled the advertise­
ment after Education Minister 
Leslie Peterson intervened.
The ad listed the 25 districts 
blacklisted by teachers.
LUMBY — R. E. Postill and 
Sons, of Vernon was awarded the 
contract (or installation of a new 
water system in this rapidly- 
growing community.
Tenders were received by mun­
icipal council from a total of six 
firms, and Postill and Sons was 
the lowest, submitting a bid of 
$135,107.45. Other tenders were:
. W. J. Cutt, plumbing and heat­
ing, Kitimat. $175,688.82: G. C. 
McLeod and Co. Ltd., Edmonton, 
$186,276.40: Interior Contracting 
Co. Ltd., Penticton, $193,157.00: 
Borger Bros. Co. Ltd., Edmonton,
$213,097.25: Poole Construction
Co. Ltd., Calgary, $255,558.90.











Infractions of city traffic by­
laws resulted in 240 prosecutions 
during March and garnered for 
the city $605 in fines, according 
to the monthly report of special 
traffic officer L. A. N. PottertOn 
to city council Tuesday night.
His report also showed there 
were 24 courtesy parking tickets 
issued last, month.
Officer Potterton reported that 
the “school boy traffic patrol 
continues to do excellent work" 
and that more out-of-town cars 
are making use of the city’s 
parking lot beside the arena, 
thus easing pressure on the down­
town .streets.
"The motorcycle (which the 
city recently purchased* will be 
of great help to me in the mat­
ter of enforcing the one hour 
parking bylaw and the super­
vision of the lanes and city park­
ing lot,” he commented.
City M ust Take 
Out Permit For 
Sewage Plant
The shoe is on the other foot! 
Whereas the city is repeat­
edly asked for building permits, 
and frequently such applications 
are turned down, now it is the 
city’s turn to apply for a build­
ing permit.
Such a permit is required from 
N. Matick, provincial govern­
ment building inspector (or the 
regulated area, before the work 
of alterations and improvements 
to the sewage treatment plant is 
undertaken. The plant is outside 
the city limits, east of Richter 
and near the KLO road. ■
Worse still, it has been indica­
ted that the permit will be re­
fused by Mr. Matick and the city 
will then have to make an appeal 
to the building appeal board.
At Tuesday night’s city coun­
cil meeting, Aid. Jack Treadgold 
and city works superintendent 
H. M. Trueman were delegated 
by Mayor Parkinson to take the 
necessary steps to secure the 
required permit.
School District 23 (Kelowrial [week of April, which is after the 
trustees this morning denied that 12th, and this is the teachers’ de- 
they are not willing to negotiate 
with teachers regarding salaries 
untiF a general meeting of trus­
tees is hold on Saturday.
Fred Macklin, secretary-treas­
urer of the board, made the de­
nial on the part of trustees, fol­
lowing reports in the press yes 
lerdny ‘that B.C. Teachers’ Fed­
eration will continue to blacklist 
the districts by urging members 
not to seek jobs in the 25 areas 
in dispute,
The decision was reached Tues­
day night at a closed session of 
the federation’s annual conven­
tion in Vancouver.
"There arc two points that need may points 
clarifying," Mr. Macklin said,
“ (1* There was no suggestion at 
that meeting Hnistces meeting 
held In Vancouver two weeks ago* 
that negotiations had to be re­
opened, but that boards accept 
conciliation and teachers like­
wise: (2* This board has been 
informed that their teachers 
would like to ve-open negotiations 
but due to their Easter holiday,
' they would not be in a po.sitlon 
to meet the board until the third
cision, and not the board’s.” 
Meanwhile around 75 represent­
atives of the B.C. School Trus­
tees’ Association will meet in 
closed session here on Saturday. 
Meeting is being held to consider 
the next step to be taken by trus­
tees in view of the teachers’ 
threat of mass resignation if sal­
ary disputes are not settled by 
May 31.
Reason for Kelowna being 
chosen ns the site of the parley 
is that it is considered the centre 
ot the entire area. Representa­
tives will be here from Vancou­
ver Island, Okanagan and Kootc-
Service Station 
Hours Clarified
Question of whether a “canopy 
sign" is a canopy or a sign, ac­
cording to the city’s bylaws, still 
hasn’t been answered.
As a result, three weeks have 
gone by and John Dyck, proprie­
tor of Dyck’s Drugs, still cannot 
put up his "canopy sign,”
With the bylaws, it has to a 
canopy or a sign. If it is a canopy 
it can be erected eight feet above 
the .street. If it is a sign it has to 
be erected at least 10 feet above 
the street.
Mr. Dyck, .appearing before 
city council Tuesday night, offer­
ed to compromise by erecting the 
sign at nine feet. Council frowned 
on this.
"We cannot jiermjt anything 
until we got a legal opinion from 
out city solicitor (E. C. Weddell, 
Q.C..*,’’ said Mayor Parkinson.
The company that manufactur­
ed the “canopy sign" also has 
engaged legal counsel. Between 
the two legal minds, both parties 
are hopeful that on answer can 
be found to the question.
P O L IC E  C O U R T
After having spent just under 
nine days in the Kelowna lockup,
a local man this week was freed
RUTLAND — The executive of 
the Rutland Board of Trade met 
in the fire brigade’s meeting hall 
for the first time on Wednesday 
evening. Members found the new 
hall a suitable place for such 
meetings and-plan to .hold their 
next general meeting there on 
Wednesday May 14.
President Bert Hill occuoied 
the chair, and a good deal of 
business was transacted. The 
secretary, Mrs. R. C. Lucas read 
corresDondence from the rhinister 
of highways. P. A. Gaglardi re­
garding recommendations for 
amending the highway restric­
tions in connection with logging 
trucks, but it was apparent from 
the letter that the board of 
trade’s representations, support­
ing the request of local loggers 
had been received ahead of the 
loggers’ own representations and 
the minister was in the “dark” 
as to what it was all about. Ernie 
Cripps was delegated to look into 
the matter murther.
The executive decided to take 
advantage of the Chamber of 
Commerce week, April 13 to 19, 
to circularize the community in 
an effort to gain more members. 
There was considerable discus­
sion in regard to the choosing of 
a local queen for centennial cele­
bration on May 19, the queen so 
chosen to also be the Rutland 
Board of Trade's entry in the 
Lady-of-the-Lake contest at the 
Regatta.
On the suggestion of Hugh Fitz­
patrick, vice president, the meet­
ing approved the idea of holding 
a pageant, and queen contest on 
the Saturday night prior to May 
19, with the queen and her attend­
ants appearing in a float for the 
big parade on Monday morning. 
The meeting approved appoint­
ment of Mrs. Lucas, H. Fitzpat­
rick and Percy Geen to meet
national finals' to be held this 
year in Medicine Hat, Alberta, 
July 10-12. There they will com­
pete for troohies and scholar­
ships worth $1,750.
'The Junior Chamber of Com­
merce of Canada has a national 
target of 25,000 contestants in it’s 
third annual community project, 
Mr. Gordon said.
The Jaycees announced plans 
to distribute entry blanks to all 
high schools, youth organizations 
and co-operative stores.
Any teen-ager, Mr. Gordon said 
may enter the car driving con 
test, free of charge. Contestants 
don’t have to be experts. He said 
all it takes is awareness of com­
mon sense rules of the road. 
However teen-agers will have to 
show that they will not have 
reached 20 yars of age by July 
10, 1958, first day of the national 
finals in Medicine Hat: that they 
have a driver’s licence or per­
mit, and that they have a clean 
record of no moving traffic vio­
lations in the past six ponths.
Entry blanks, obtainable from 
high schools and Dyk^s Drugs 
and Meikles, must be completed 
before April 25, closing date^for 
entries in the contest.
Prizes, donated by local mer­
chants will be awarded to win­
ners in addition to opportunities 
to compete ni the regional finals
Reach Agreement! 
Widening Ave.
City of Kelowna and a local I 
taxpayer have reached an agree­
ment whereby Bay Avenue, at 
Ethel St., may be widened.
The landowner, Herbert Thring, 
will give up 21 feet of Lot 1, 
Plan 3031 (at the northwest cor­
ner of Bay and Ethel* to the city! 
to widen the street. In return the 
city will bear all expenses, which 
also includes moving Mr. ’ITiring’s 
house from its present location to 
a firm foundation farther back) 
(north) on the lot.
Bylaw 1964, which authorizes] 
the agreement, was given three 
readings by city council this] 
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Gillard an(l 
daughter of Penticton were vis­
itors at the home of Don’s par­
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Gillard, 
for the Easter week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Taylor wer« 
visitors at coast points for th« 
Easter holiday season.
The Rutland Adanacs baseball 
team is planning a practice at 
the park this coming Sunday. 
There is prospect of a league 
being formed to include Rutland, 
Peachland and Westbank. The 
juniors have been turnint, out in 
good numbers at the school field, 
practicing in preparation for the 
“Sok’m" league, which opens 
April 27 with a game here against 
Lumby.
Visitors at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Malcolm Forsythe during 
the holiday have been their 
daughter, Ann, from Vancouver, 
their son Warren from Dawson 
Creek, Mr. W. Doucette of Van­
couver and Mr. Larry Hamel of 
Dawson Creek.
7 Prindpal D. H. Campbell Is 
attending the B.C. Teachers Con­
vention being held in Vancouver 
during Easter week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Handlen 
of Bridge River have been vis­
itors at the home of his sister 
Mrs. C. Gillard.
SEE THE BRIhUANT NEW





Misses M, Crosblc and J. Min- 
etto of Kelowna Senior High 
School are currently attchding a 
high school cmmsellorR' seminar 
at the University of B.C.
The conference, which i.s the 
first of Its kind to be held at 
fflUBC. is siHUisorcd by the? Uni­
versity of B.C, counselling and 
pincen)ent department in coop- 
erntiem with thCv faculty of edu­
cation and the B.C. department 
of education. ■
Delegates will hear discussions 
on cotuuselllng programs, who 
Should go to university, testing 
techniques, and Job op|K)rtunllic.s 
for university gradnates.
Prof, S. N. F, Chant, dean <if 
the faculty of ails and science, 
addre-ssed a dinner ' mecUng 
Thursday and J J. Carson, dlrcc
City of Kelowna probaldy will 
have a say on operating hours 
of garages and aiprvice stations 
in the unorganized territory near 
the elty,
This was gleaned from a letter 
from Victoria, which helped 
clarify r e c e n t l y  announced 
amendments to the municipal 
act, governing the opening and 
closing hours Of garages and .ser­
vice stations In the province,
City council has full authority 
over all such businesses inside 
the city limits. But the council 
was not sure how the new regu 
Intions affected the unorgnnlz,cd 
territory.
Failure to stop at a stop sign 
in the district cost Arthur H, 
Rcod a $10 fine, plus costs, in 
district police court.
Charged in district police court 
with driving over a double solid 
line to pas.s another motor ve­
hicle, Henry Newton (Harry) 
Smith was fined $10 and costs.
Appearing in district police 
court here on a charge of exceed­
ing the .50 miles an hour highway 
speed limit near Sumas, B.C., 
Dougins Robert Dean pleaded 
guilty and was fined $25 and 
costs.
Sequel to a minor collision 
with a city garbage truck on the 
KLO road came in district police 
court when William Bongers was 
fined $20 and costs when he 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
driving without duo care and 
attention.
Pleading guilty to a charge ot 
operating a motor vehicle on a 
highway without having i a sub-
with the centennial committee at
SEEING EYE
X-rnv equipment capable ot 
penetrating steel up to th ree  slstlng driver's licence, Andrew 
inches thick has been installed Lemp, 55, wn.s fined $15, plu.s 
by a London firm. '$4 eost.s.
on five charges of false pretenses 
At the conclusion of the hear­
ing of several hours’ duration, 
Police Magistrate Donald White 
dismissed the charges against 
Ronald Edward Riley.
In his summation, the magis­
trate said the evidence of the 
prosecution was contradictory 
and did n o t’ substantiate the 
charg(^. Ho also said the court 
was not a collection agency.
In his first appearance in city 
police court eight days earleir, 
Riley had admitted authorship to 
five chcque.s—four of them for $5 
and one for $10—that had not 
been honored by the bank on 
which drawn, but he denied any 
intent to defraud.
Ho was remanded eight days 
for trial and bail was .set at $8,000 
in sureties, or $.500 cash. Unable 
to raise the ball he spent the 
eight days in jail, as well as the 
period between |ils arrest and his 
first appearance In court several 
hqur-s later. ____
.Britain’s finest exhibition of 
medieval armor Is In the White 
Tower of the Tower of London
their next meeting to secure 
their endorsement and financial 
backing for the proposal. 
NARAMATA PARLEY 
Arrangements were made to 
send three or more delegates 
from the Rutland board to the 
quarterly meeting of the Okan­
agan and Boundary Associated 
Boards of Trade, to be held in 
Naramatn on Wedne.sday, April 
30. No delegate was chosen to go 
to the B.C. Chamber’s annual 
meeting in Vancouver on May 
5 and 6, no member being able 
to make the trip at that time.
A complaint was made regard­
ing the dumping of refuse on 
Lewis Rond, and Dr. Druitt, 
chairman of the sntltatlon com­
mittee will take up the matter of 
“No Dumping" signs with the 
health officer and the highways 
department. The traffic and zon­
ing committee was directed to 
bring in a report on the cost and 
fcasablllty of a Rutland direc­
tional sign, either illuminated or 
the reflector type for benefit of 
night drivers, the sign to l?e at 
the junction of the Black Moun 




By bylaw, city council now has j 
provided for the balance of the 
money to purchase the Christian 
ranch at Ellison, as part of the 
airport extension,
Earlier, the city had made a 
deal with the provincial govern­
ment to purchase the property 
for $18,000. Of that amount, $9,7001 
has been provided for in the 
annual budget. *
The balance — $8,300 — will] 
be taken from a fund the city has 
accumulated from the sale of 
real properties.
Bylaw 19.52, authorizing this, 
was given final reading Tuesday 
night.
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Sewer Service Plan Worked Out 
For Pridhant Estate Development
Tentative agreement has been 
reached between the ci^v arid
In reply to the city's letter h*i’Priclhnm Estates Ltd, over sew- 
the munielpal affairs <lcparl-| f.,ciiitle.s for the large resi- 
ment. J, p ,  Baird, supervisor of i mj.j| eommcrdal dovclop- 
nKinicipnllties has written niont planned at the eastern
follows;
TRADING AREAS
", . . ITie government has no 
Intention of dealing with unor- 
g^anl/ed territory ‘en bloc’, 
Rather, trading areas will be con­
sidered in the light of circum­
stances in each area.
"Tlie regulations In force In a 
municIpaUly in a trading area, 
of course, will be a prime fador 
to be sluclied. .
"Tlie department will always 
be pleased to con.sldcr the rec- 
ommcndn|liona of any municipal 
council concerning the area out
B.C, Electric, will speak
dinner mceUng Saturday. the local trading area."
boundary of the city.
And if the agreement Is approv 
by the department of mnnlei|jal 
affairs at Victoria, the city of 
Kelowna has nothing to lose— 
oven if the clty'.s boundaries 
were not extended to Include the 
former Prldham orchard.
Tlve ngreoment is In bylaw 
form, and this bylaw wna given 
the first three readings by city 
council Tuesday night.
Agreement concerns construc­
tion of sewer lines in the pro 
loosed development on Ilie' Prld
;io!
bear the full cost.'
The proposed sewer ' system 
would Include a 11 necessary 
mains, pipes, valves, conncc- 
tlnn.s and material* for provid­
ing of Internal service lines, ex­
clusive of lateral lines to" the 
'cus(omers,
Costs are broken down Into 
$35,000 for a tru(:k line from the 
development to the city's sewage 
dlspo.sal plnnt; $40,000 to en­
large the sewage} treatment plnnt, 
and $10,000 for 30 residential lots 
this year.
Balance will be built block by 
block as. the community develop- 
nu'iU enlarges, •
\  If the elty extends Its Ixaindar- 
iVs to Include all or part of the 
Prldliarn development, the comp 
hnv will sell hnck the entire sow
lease the system to Olenmoro at 
an annual rental of $1.
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Phone your carrier fi^st 
Then if your Courier is not 




And It copy will be 
dcspatclieil to you nt once
This special dcUycry serrke 
is flvniloble nightly hetween 
7:00 p.m.* and 7:30 p.m
l O f  c o u r s e l
.•y
I b e l c s ^ Bell'»~th« flnDNt of nur« old flootohWblikles. It’s  urns you trisd III
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n i E  DAn.T COURIEK 
FRI. APRIL 11. 19SS
Funeral Homes
The Interior's Fine it Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
V/e offer you the comforting 
fer\iccs that can only be found 
" in  suitable surroundings.
163S EIUr St. Phone 22(M
tf
TWO ROOM UPSTAIRS SUITE 
in the Belvedere. Located at cor­
ner of Bernard and St. Paul. For 
particulars apply at 564 Bernard 
or phone 20M. ______U
Coming Events
ST. AIDAN'S GUILD WILL hold 
a rummage sale on Tuesday. 
April 22nd, at 2 p.m.. in the small 
hall of the People’s Mission of 
Rutland. 189. 196
TICKETS ARE ON SALE NOW 
lor Kelowna Kiwassa’s Gala Cab­
aret-style Spring Benefit Dance 
at the Canadian Legion Hall. Fri­
day, April 18. Available at Dyck’s 
Drugs. $3.50 a couple. 189
Business Personal
For Rent Cars And Trucks Trailers










1954 36’ AMERICAN HOUSE
I trailer, nice condition. ’Trade 
j equity for furniture, full price 
$3,500.00 at Enderby Trading 
Post or Phone Tennyson 8-7644.
194
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
I REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
and. Service — Peachland, B.C.




280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada
Today’s Eastern Pricea




ROOM AND BOARD FOR g^nUe- 
man. Very close in. Phone 4312.
194
CHEV TUDOR
New paint and < t|Q O  
tires at ^
room  and BOARD FOR elder­




For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - Plywood 
Insulation -^Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at 
WM. IIAUG & SON 
11335 Water St. Phone 2066
205
ROOM AND BOARD FOR TWO 
men. Two single beds. Phone 
3271. 190|
FORD CLUB COUPE
New paint, tA Q R
seat covers .......  4l*f7 J
HOME REPAIRS AND 
ALTERATIONS 
Specializing In Asbestos
Asphalt and Insulating Siding
J. R. STEVENS 
Phone 8717
F-S-tf
BOARD AND RQOM FOR ONEj 
man. Non-drinker. Phone 6500.
1911
1949
Orchards -  Farms > ai ures
VANGUARD SEDAN
Recond. motor. ^ 3 5 Q
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect, 3600 E 
Hastings St.. Vancouver, B.C 
iGLenburn 1500. 205
Dow Jones
Industrials 440.62 — .44
Rails 103.32 + .33
UtlUties 74.85 -t- .02
'i'oronto
Industrials 420.20’ — .02
Golds 77.99 -f .23
Base Metals • 148.33 + .0-1





All Cdn Comp. 5.98 6.50
All Cdn Div. 5.12 5.57
Cdn Invest Fund 8.06 8.85
Divers "B" 3.00 3.50
Grouped Income 3.24 3.54
Gr. In. Accum 4.28 4.68
Investors’ Mut. 9.45 10.21
Trans-Canada ”B” 24.05
Trans-Canada “C” 4.95 5.35
SUMMIT
Equipment Rentals
WANTED PERSON TO SHARE- 
CROP 10 acres peaches, must be 
exp>erienced. Westbank area. Box 
4548M, Kelowna Courier. 1901
1947
REPAIR SPECIALISTS
Radios, Televisions, Electric 




249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405 
- ______ Fri.-Sat.-tf
WE DO ANY KIND OF CEMENT 
and CARPENTER WORK. Pl^one 
2028 after 6 p.m. J. Wanner.
Fri. tf
5 ACRES LAND SUITABLE for 
vegetables. Write Mr. G. Kroe- 
ning, Box 123, Lloydminster. | 
Sask., or Phone 8313, Kelowna.
1901
MERCURY FORDOR
A real buy $ 1 9 9
I FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and Polishers. Now available for 
rent in Kelowna. B and B Paint 






Tires nearly new. ftO C A  
Fluid D riv e___  J U
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimaates, Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. 205
OWNER SELLING 3 BEDROOM 
2 bathroom year ol^ home. Near 
lake in south side. $4,000 will| 





253 Lawrence Ave., Kelowna 






B.C. Forest 9 9%
B.C. Phone ,  42V'4 42%
B.C. Power 39% 39%
Bell Phone 41V4 41%
Can. Brew 27% 27%
Can Cement 28% 29
Canada Iron 26% 27 Vi
CPR ' 23% 24
Cons. M and S 17 17 V4
Crown Zell ISVi 14
Dist. Seagrams 26 26V8
Dom. Stores 57 57V4
Dorn. Tar 11.50 11.75
Fam Players 16% 16%
Ford “A” 38% 39
Ind. Acc. Corpn. 29V4 29%
Inter Nickel 69Vb 70
Kelly Doug "A” 4.85 5.00
Lucky Lager 4.75 4.85
BARGAIN
PLYMOUTH SEDAN
A-l tires, ^ I Q Q
' seat co v ers .......
Gardenings and Nursery
ROTOTILLING AND PLOUGH- 
ing done. Phone 3104. tf
WE SERVICE OIL 
BURNERS
For Safety and Efficiency 




WHY PAY MORE? Our years of 
experience with natural gas can 
be your answer to more econo­
mical installation. For free esti­
mates call 4646 Chet’s Gas Ser- 
vice. ________ . •_______^
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna




Unfinished 2 bedroom home In 
South end. Has large living room, 
modern kitchen and utility room.j 
Natural gas furnace and hot | 
water heater. Material on hand! 
to finish house. Price is $8500.001 
with good terms to reliable party.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLORI
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building | 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
tf|
HAVE YOUR GARDEN ROTO- 
TILLED. Phone 4703. 205
1949
PONTIAC SEDAN
New tires and 
recond. motor . . $ 4 9 5
NOW IS THE TIME
I to order youy water lillids. Sec 
us or phone Shelley’s Pet Sup- 






New motor and 
tires ................. .
I TONS OF GOOD MANURE. Mi- 




BUILDING LOTS — 68’ x 118’. 
Contact Mr. Leo Donhauser —I 
Rutland. Phone 7381. 1911
OLDS. SEDAN
Hydramatic, new tires.* 
Was $395. <t90*5
Now -_______ —
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME, base­
ment , and carport, 3 piece bath-1 
room, oak floors and tile. Full 
price $10,500.00, terms. 883 Pat­
terson Ave. 1891
e x p e r t  t y p in g  d o n e  AT
home. Invoices, statements, let­
ters, etc., done by fully ex­
perienced stenbgrapher. Phone 
8597 . tt
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phone 2674. tf
13 ACHE MIXED FARM WITH 
4 bedroom! house, or would take 
3 bedroom house in part ex-1 
change. Phone 8251.
188. 189, 1921
$2000, DOWN. COMFORTABLE 
family home or possible revenue 
house, open fireplace, 220 wiring, 
fruit trees, close to lake, park 
and school. 682 Okanagan Blvd 
Phone 4503. 193
Help Wanted
WANTED — A GIRL OR LADY 
to do housework and look after 
two small children. Phone 2716 
after 4:30. 190
Position Wanted
EX-GROCERY MANAGER — 
(wholesale or retail) de.sires 
office work. Good references. 
Available Immediately. Phone 
8251. • 188, 189. 192
MAN WILL .DO ANY KIND OF 
repair work on house, or build 
fences, etc. Phone 4503. tf
Office Supplies
Your old Adding Machine 




1427 Ellis St. Phone 3504
211
S.E.I. WARRANTY 
ON ALL USED CARS 
AND TRUCKS'.!
Phone 2340 
Garage and Sales Office
Open Till 9:00 p.m,
ORCHARD CITY 




Local Area comprising the ' area 
within the Lakeview Irrigation 
District. Anyone opposed to such 
action is requested to forward his 
objection in writing to the Inspec­
tor of Municipalities, Department 
of Munitipal Affairs, 'Victoria, 
B.C., before April 18, 1958.
Massey 6=>i 7
McMillan “B” 23 25%
Ok. Helicopters 2,55 2.75
Ok. Hel. Pfd. 91/4 10
Ok. Phone 11 11%
Powell River 291/4 29%
A. V. Roe 13V8 13%
Steel of Can. 56.75 57.25
Walkers 26% 26%
Weston ”A” 241/2 25
Woodward’s “A” IIV4 12
OILS AND GAS
Bid Asked
B.A. Oil 35 35%
Cdn Delhi 6 6%
Cdn Husky 9.25 9.45
Cdn Oil 23% 24 -
Home Oil “A” 14% 14%
Home Oil “B” 13% 14%
Imp. Oil 39% 40%
McColl Front 54% —
Pacific Pete levs 16V4
MINES
Bid Asked
Cons Denison 12% 13
Gunnar 15 —




FAST 18-FT. V8 POWERED 
SPEEDBOAT, completely equip­
ped ,in excellent condition. Full 
price for quick sale, $2200.00. 
Phone 6349 eves. 191
Pets and Supplies
REGISTERED GERMAN Shep­
herd pups. Phone 7650. 190
Wanted To Rent
3 BEDROOM HOUSE BY END 
of April or. May. Reliable adult 
tenants. Phone 4689. 189
URGENTLY NEEDED FOR 
burned out family, house for 
rent for seven people. Phone 
6373. 189
For Rent
TWO ROOM CABIN WITH GOOD 
garden nnd some fruit trees 
Close to town. Apply 123 E. 5th 
Ave., Vancouver 10, B.C. 189
Auto Parts
Articles Wanted
HAVE CASH FOR GOOD USED 
automatic electric p r e s s u r e  
pump, tank and motor. Reply Box 
228, Beaverdell, B.C. 192
TENDERS ARE INVITED
for the purchase of the old 
East Kelowna School.
CONDITIONS OF SALE
Site' to be cleared of 
materials.
Tenders will be accepted at the 
School Board Office up to 7 p.m., 








Alta Gas 13% 13%
Inter Pipe ■ 41% 42
North Ont Gas 10% 10%
Trans Can Pipe ■25% 25%
Trans Mtn. 48 48V4
Que. Nat. 22% 22%
Westcoast V. T. 21V4 21%
BONDSk Bid Asked
B.A. Oil 5%-77 102 104
B.C. Elec 5%-77 100% 101%




ex wts 6-77 98% 100
Loblaw 6-77 103% 104%
Westcoast “C”
5%-88 103 104
1 Woodward’s 5-77 106% —
(Continued From Page 1) 
of April, the White House said 
“the Soviet reply is manifestly 
not an acceptance to this West 
ern proposal.’’
In the official view here, the 
heart of the Western proposal 
was that there should be prepar­
atory work aimed at fixing 
time and place for summit talks 
and at bringing out, ’’by general 
discussion, the possibilities of 
agreement’’ at the sun^mit.
The White House said the So­
viet note proposes that the am 
bassadors’ talks "shall not deal 
at all with a summit meeting but 
only with the time, place and 
c o m p o s i t i o n  of a subse­
quent meeting of foreign minis­
ters.”
WILL CONSULT
Earlier p r e s s  reports from 
Moscow said* the Soviet proposi­
tion was that a summit meeting 
should be convened even though 
the preliminary talks fail to pro­
duce agreement.
Officials said the Soviet note 
will be carefully studied and con' 
sultations will be held with the 
Western allies before a formal 
reply is made.
There was speculation that th« 
reply would urge the Russiansto 
agree to go into the substance bf 
issues both at the ambassadors’ 
meeting and at any subsequent 
foreign ministers’ session.
In their March 31 declaration 
to the Soviet government, the 
three Western powers had said 
the main purpose of prelim­
inary ambassadorial negotiations 
should ’’establish what subjects 
should be submitted for examina­
tion by heads of government.” 
The Western note said the pur­
pose of the preparatory discus­
sions was not to reach decisions 
but to determine “the possibil­
ities of agreement.”
It proposed that foreign minis­
ters get together afterward and 
determine the date and place for 
a summit conference and decide 
on its composition.
' v  J
Cheryl Crane, 14, daughter 
of actress Lana Turner, is es­
corted by a matron in Los 
Angeles juvenile detention 
school, where she was sent by 
a judge who ruled that she could 
not be returned to her mother
until after her trial on April 24. 
She has been booked on suspi. 
cion of murder after admitting, 
according to authorities, that 
she stabbed Johnny Stompan- 
ato. 32, in the bedroom of her 





icit on the upkeep of the cem­
etery is expected to reach £340, 
compared with £85 last year.
STICK TO TRADE
ILFORD, England (CP) — One 
of E n g l a n d ’s few remaining 
blacksmiths is still wbrking at the 
same forge used by his great­
grandfather more than 150 years 
ago. Ted Kingsnorth, the black­
smith, is teaching his son Brian 
the trade.
WANTED—USED CANVAS TOP 
for '47 Willys Jeep. Box 4560C 
Courier. 189
WRECKING 
ibSO Chev.: 1949 Chev.; 1951
Ford; 1949 Metcbr; 1950 Meteor; 
1951 Chrysler; 1947 Pontiac 8; 
1947 Mercury 118. For further 
information contact us direct, 
Gem Auto Service, Reid’s 
Corner. Phone 3812. 190
Auto Financing
W A N T E D  




Vernon Rd„ 3 miles from Kelowna 
Phono 6133
Articles For Sale
SMALL FURNISHED LAKE 
FRONT home at Okanagan Mis 
Eton. Mrs. George Goldsmith. 
Phono 8165. 191
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or \ate model car, 
see us about our low cost financ­
ing .service, nvnllnblo for either 
dealer d r private sales, Car- 
ruthors and Melklc Ltd., 364 Ber­
nard Ave., Kolowaa.
187-188 189-199 200-201
SET OF WEAREVER complete. 
Has been used. Also silver tea 








ENTERPRISE CQAL AND wood 
stove. Very good condition 
Phone 6948 . 191
Cars And Trucks
GOOD USED VACUUM Cleaner. 
Runs like now, $20,00 complete. 
Phone 2842 noon or evenings.
102
1957 PLYMOUTH SAVOY V-8 
sedan. Automatic transmission, 
now condition. Accept trade. 
Phone 75.53. , 189
tf
SPECIAL
1057 FORD FAIRLANE club 
scd&n, metallic grey, white 
wall tire.*?, automatic trijins 
heater, (?lock, windshield 





PING PONG TABLE WITH 
trestles. Painted green. As now. 
Price $25.00, Phono 2521 after 
.5 p.m. 189
BROWNIE MOVIE CAMERA 
FI,9 lens, leather carrying case, 
four light bar with lamps, prnc 
ticnlly new. Full price $60,(K). Call 
2.521 after 5 p.m, 189
FOLDING COT AND MAITRESS 
—$10.00. Also white enamel range 
with sawdust ,burner—$10.(K), 
Phono 2521 n f l ^  p.m. 189
CENTRAL MORTGAGE AND 
HOUSING CORPORATION
INVITATION TO TENDER
Sealed tenders, plainly marked as 
content and addressed to the 
undersigned, will bo received up 
to 12:00 NOON, MAY 6th, 1958, 
for the exterior painting of the 
Corporation properties as detailed 
in the undermentioned Schedule 
(a):—
Schedule ( a ) : -  11 houses 
located at Kamloops, B.C. 
Specifications and forms of ten­
der required may bo obtained 
from the address shown below. 
Each tender must be accompan­
ied by a security deposit of 10% 
of the amount of the tender. Such 
security deposit shall indemnify 
the (Corporation against loss in 
the event of withdrawal of suC' 
cessful tenderer subsequent to 
acceptance of the bid by the Cor­
poration. A certified cheque or 
negotiable Dominion of Canada 
Bonds will be accepted ns a sec­
urity deposit. All cheques must 
be made payable to the order of 
Central Mortgage nnd Housing 
Corporation; The lowest or any 
tender not nece.ssnrily ncccptod. 
T, H, EXTENCE,
Branch Manager 




TWO BEDROOM M O D E R N  
home. $90 per month. Near ho^- 
, Avnllnblo May 1st.
'  t h e  BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housoheeptng. OU Bernard 
phone 2215. ' If
2 YARD DUMP HOIST .IDEAL 
for light form truck, Can be seen 
at Lftkevlc'w Trailer Park, South 
Pendozi St. 193
19.51 TWO-TONE, FOUR-DOOR 
FORD. Reconditioned motor, 
transmission nnd differential. 
Body in good condition. $700. 
Phono 8887. tf
t h r e e  ROOM U N im m SH O T
BiiUc. Private enfranco 
AdiilU only. Phone 3108 or 8M
<llcnn Ave, _______
PRINCE 0 l ^ » t e S  M»»«E 
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kltchcm 
B*4 Bernard Ave. Phone
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for »Blo**—tnero are. somo great 
bargolna listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-Ul
1953 HILLMAN. GOOD condition 
all round.! 8475,00. 761 Clement 
Ave. 190
Rpnd fatnllUes on West Ger­
man highways! in 1957 v i e n  3.0 
per cent lower than in I&58.
Centennial 
CLEAN UP -  PAINT UP 
SALE
Paints -r- Bru.shcs 
Rollers — Wallpaper — etc.
’ 10%  OFF






MY NAAAE'5 ^  
F££KRT,AN'I V 
JUST HAPPENED 
TO K IN DIE 
NEK5H60KH00P,
60 I IHOUSHr 
IP PROP IN AN' 
6AV HOWPVTD 
■m’ JUDGE!
' I HEARD HE 
50LPAM • 




PAL HA5 A 
6REAT HEAP 





(Continued From Page 1) 
any further,’ I told him. ’I want 
you to' leave me alone.’
“Mr. Stompanato grabbed me, 
shook me. cursed mo and. as he 
told me before, said no matter 
what I did, how I tried to get 
away, I could never do it. ’If I 
say jump, you’ll jump; if I say 
hop, you’ll hop.’
WHERE HURTS MOST 
“He said he would cut my 
face, cripple me and kill me, my 
daughter, my mother. He said he 
would get me where it would 
hurt most—my daughter.
“ I broke away from his grasp 
and 1 turned around. There was 
my daughter standing at the 
open door.
“ I said to her, ‘Please, baby, 
don’t listen to this. Please go 
back downstairs.’
“She left and I closed the 
dbor.”
At this Lana nearly broke down 
on the stand. A sheriff’s deputy 
poured her a glass of water 
which she drank.
She wiped away a tear and re­
sumed:
I turned to Stompanato and 
said, ”That’s just great, that my 
child had to hear all this.’
“He kept a jacket and a shirt 
hanging in, the closet. I don’ 
know when he brought them over 
'̂ 0 her house). Maybe for 
change.”
She said she then walked away 
and it was then, she testified, 
that Stompanato made a move as 
if to strangle her with the jacket, 
Her voice grew tremulous as 
she told of frantic efforts to help 
Stompanato as he lay on her 
bedroom floor.
She said she and her daughter 
got cold towels and place'd one
H£'5 OUT AND WONT RETURN 
iWn MlPNlGHT.'._W talk ABOUT 
HIM 5ELUNG AN INVENTION FOR A 
WAD OF MONEY 15 JUST A LOT OF 
tlNT!„.lF )0U KNEW HIM AS WEU 
AS IPQ yOUP KNOW WHEN HE 
BRASS AND TALKS BiS AAONEV; 
HE’S BR0KE.'..BUT WHEN HE KEEPS 
A CORK ON HiS CONVERSATION, 
HE HAS MONEY.'
U n k  TAKES O f F U  
PKES5UKE!
iT'!
over the wound and one on Stom* 
panato’s forehead.
Under questioning by her law­
yer, Jerry Giesler, Lana told ol 
a violent argument she had with 
Stompanato in London. She said 
he choked her and got out a ra­
zor blade and held it close to her 
face, threatening to disfigure her.
‘T said. T il do anytt>g but 
please don’t hurt me.* And as he 
let go he said, ‘That’s just to let 
you know I mean business. 
You’re never going to get away 
from me.’ ”
Giesler asked Miss Turner it 
she had ever told her daughter ol 
the way Stompanato treated her. 
She said she had and that Cheryl 
had asked her why she put up 
with it, why she didn’t stay 
away from him.
NEVER LET ALONE 
"I said, ‘Cheryl, it’s not that 
easy. You can see how I am 
hardly able to be alone even to 
see you. He wn’t give me a min­
ute aloqe.’ ”
Lana, under cross-examination, 
said there had never been any 
arguments between Stompanato 
and Cheryl.
Lana said her daughter Is five 
feet 8% inches tall, weighs be­
tween 130 and 135 pounds, and 
described her as “loving horse­
back riding.”
Lana’s testimony also Indicated 
how the husky Stompanato could 
have been surprised by the knife 
thrust.
I walked away from Mr. 
Stompanato when he threatened 
me with the hanger and the 
jacket,” she said. ”He was going 
toward me as I opened the door. 
Just as the door opened rn/ 
daughter rushed by me. Mr. 





Scandal W on't Hurt
HOLLYWOOD (AP)—Will the ling his relations with his pro­
taint of scandal end L ana, Tur-tegee Joan Berry. He was freed 
ner’s movie career? land seemed to suffer no grave
The answer is probably no, damage to his professional repu-
‘ tation, but fell Into disrepute with 
Americans later because of his 
political leanings.
Robert Mitchum was nabbed on 
marijuana charges and served 
some time. But he went right 
back to acting and is still one 
of the top male stars. Rita Hay­
worth 'survived despite her inter­
national pursuit of Aly Khan. In­
grid Bergman, who mothered a 
child, out of wedlock, returned a 
few years later to win Holly­
wood’s highest honor, the Acad­
emy Award.
One long-tljne observer of Hol­
lywood declared: "Scandals can 
often make stars more exciting 
nnd nppopling. The only kind of 
scandal that can kill a career Is 
one Involving either communism 
or perversion.”
It would appear that Lana 
Turner can resume her career 
with no difficulty—If she chooses 
to. And, having been in films 
since she was 15, she knows 
nothing else, ___________
TOKYO (Reuters) — Canndron 
Pacific , Airlines announced today 
that tt will begin using Britannia 
turbo-prop airliners Aug. 1 on 
non-stop trans-Paclfic passenger 





No white  ̂space. 
Minimum 10 words.
I Insertion ____  per word 84
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5 room stucco bungalow now under construction, ready about 
May 1, Large living room, attractive kitchen with double sink, 
2 tone naUirnl cupboards, ample utility, 2 dandy bedrooms, 
automali(? gas furnace iuid gas hot water, fully plastered, attach­
ed caiporl.
Can be bought as is now at substantial saving or complete 
for only $9,950 on good terms.
judging from recent history in 
Hollywood.
No top star in recent times has 
been involved in a killing. But 
several have been entangled In 
scandals and survived — even 
flourished—in their filtti careers.
This could not have happened 
In the silent era of films, when 
scandal piled upon scandal, and 
Hollywood was denounced In pul­
pits nnd editorial columns n.s a 
modern Sodom. The film Indus­
try was alarmed at the wave ol' 
Indignation. F a t t y  Arbuckle, 
some hLstorlnns claim, was of­
fered UD ns a sacrifice. 
RETIRED FROM 8CREIJN 
Though he was acquitted ol! 
manslaughter charges In the 
party death of an actress, the 
public clamor against Arbuckle 
was overwhelming. Paramount 
scrapped $500,000 worth qf Ar- 
bucklo films, and the fat comic 
retired from the screen.
Caught up in the lnvc.stlgatlon 
of Winiam Desmond Taylor’ 
murder, Mnr.v Miles Mlntcr nnd 
Mabel Normnnd also lo.st their 
careers to the scandal. Both had 
been top stars.
Times change nnd so do public 
reactions. The first real tost of 
a star's durability came In the 
moral climate of wartime with 
dashing Errol Flynn. IIo was 
acquitted on mornlo charges In­
volving under-age girls. Holly­
wood waited to see what would 
happen to his career.
It became, bigger than over, 
The scandal seemed merely to 
enhance his reputation ns n lov­
able rake,
CITE OTHER CASES 
Charlie Chaplin also became 
the figure of n scandal concern-
Scc Geo. Gibbs or Louise Borden at
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LJD.
2127 DAYS
or Phone us
or 8900 or 4715 EVKNINOS
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Gamma Globulin Used 
To Ward Off Measles
By Herman N.^Bundesen. M.D.
We can prevent measles, or at 
least protect a child from a 
severe form of the diseas<>.
Through use of gamma glob­
ulin, we can confer a passive
human blood are concentrated 
therein.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
Mrs. J. N,: My husband has 
been getting up bvery night. 
I every hour or so, for the past I six months to urinate. He has
immunity which lasts for obout difficultv or pain. What would
three weeks. Gamma globulin, 
or immune human scrum globu­
lin, is a prdtein fraction of hu­
man plasma. It is the most cf
you advise?
Answer; From your descrip^ 
tion, it could bo that he Is suffer­
ing from prostate difficulty. His
fcctiVC weapon we have against | gland may be enlarged
measles. permit the
LIMITED PROTECTION .bladder to empty completely.
Since the protection it offers \ This causes the frequency of 
Is so short-lived, we can’t con-iurination.
U.K. REACTOR TO BE COPIED?
One of several commercial 
nuclear reactors being built in 
Britain takes shape at Berk­
eley, Glouct tershire. Costing 
an estimateo $100,000,000, it 
will be completed in 1960 and 
have an average output from 
natural uranium of 275,000 kilo­
watts. This structure Is de­
signed in two independent units 
so that it can be commissioned 
two stages. A Japanesein
company is believed to be plan­
ning a similar reactor design 
for a .station near Tokyo.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAT BECKER 
(Top Record-Holder In Maatert’ 
Indlyldual Championship Play)
QUIZ
Partner deals and bids Three 
Notrump, next player passes, 
both sides vulnerable. What do 
you bid now with each of the fol­
lowing four hands?
L 4QJ7S43 V----- 4Q84 4̂ Q9S3
3. VQ8743 49863 4^34'
3. 4J»3 4K83 4Q76 4Q963
4. 479 48643 4983 «AK86.
1. Six spades. The opening 
three notrump bid represents a 
hand containing 25 to 27 high 
card points, notrump distribu­
tion, and strength in all suits. Ac­
cordingly, responder does not 
need very much of a hand to 
make a slam. Where the respond­
ing hand has evenly balanced dis­
tribution, all that need be done 
Is to add the high card point 
count to the opener’s presumed 
25-27 points. If the total reaches 
33 points! a small slam is bid; if 
the total comes to 37 points, 
grand slam is bid.
Where the responding hand is 
unbalanced, some credit mqst be 
given also for distributional 
values. As a result, a slam is
BIG CAPITAL
BUENOS AIRES (Reuters) — 
Argentina’s popu i a t  i o n at the 
start of 1958 is reported as 20, 
057,700. Buenos Aires, the capital, 
has 3,733,000 inhabitants.
frequently bid even though 33 
high card points are not ac­
counted for. Thus, in the present 
case, with 7 high card points, it 
i.s possible the combined holdings 
will amount to only 32 high card 
points. But the 6-0-3-4 distribu­
tion is sufficiently attractive to 
make th(? slam contract an odds- 
on favorite.
2. Pass. Slam possibilities are 
too remote to be considered. The 
only question to be resolved is 
whether three notrump is more 
likely to make than four liearts. 
With 4 high card points facing at 
least 25, three notrump must be 
treated as practicallly a laydown. 
Although four hearts can prob­
ably also be made, the ten-trick 
contract should not be attempted 
with such 6 weak suit.
3. Six notrump. With notrump 
distribution, and 8 high card 
points, which brings the partner­
ship total to between 33 and 35 
Doints, a raise to six notrump is 
indicated. Although the hand, 
standing by itself, is hardly im­
pressive, it assumes slam stature 
opposite an opening three no- 
trump bid. With balanced hands, 
the point count method of evalu­
ation is highly dependable. Sim 
pie arithmetic points the way
4. Four notrump. Whether or 
not a slam can be made depends 
on the size of the three notrump 
bid. If partner has a minimum— 
25 points—twelve tricks are not 
likely to be made. But if partner 
has maximum values—26 or 27 
points—there should be a good 
play for slam.
The way to find out is to in­
vite partner to go on. The opener 
is free to accept or reject the in­
vitation. The four notrump bid is 
not the conventional request for 
partner to identify the number of
duct mass inoculations to pro-! 
tect all our children as we have 
done with the Salk antipolio 
vaccine.
But for infants or young chil­
dren it is extremely valuable, 
since this is the age group In 
which most deaths from measles 
occur.
I advise gamma globulin for 
most young children who have 
been intimately cxjx)sed to the 
disease, although, of course, 
each of you should cheek with 
your personal physician or ped­
iatrician about when and if your 
children should be given 
protection.
MODIFYING DOSE 
For children over the age of 
three, a modifying dose of gam­
ma globulin may be recom­
mended by your doctor. By de­
veloping a mild form of measles, 
the youngster will build up a 
permanent immunity to the disr 
ease.
Generally, it isn’t necessary to 
give gamma globulin to babies 
under the age of six months, 
since their mothers usually con­
fer immunity during this early 
period of life. If the mothers 
have never had measles, how­
ever, the infants lack such pro­
tection, and gamma globulin 
might be advisable.
MEASLES RASH DEVELOPS 
As a rule, gamma globulin in­
jections are given in the arm or 
buttock some time between the 
fourth and eighth day after the 
youngster is'exposed to the dis­
ease. Usually, a child will devel­
op the familiar measles rash 
along about the fourth day of 
the disease.
Seldom is there any reaction 
to a gamma globulin injection.
Gamma globulin offers pro­
tection against measles because 
all of the antibodies against in-, 
fectious disease contained in the





URANIUM CITY, Sask. (CP)— 
such;The town engineer of this north 
west Saskatchewan mining com 
munity is a Scotsman who came 
to Canada for a holiday in 1950 
and lias been here ever since 
James Downey, 54, was named 
engineer in 1956 and, although it’ 
a far cry from his native Glas 
gow. he says he "likes it fine.
■'It’s the same up here as any 
other town,” he says, "except 
that we don’t get radio reception 
all the time and we haven’t tel­
evision."
But, he adds "we don’t miss 
either."
Mr. Downey was in Canada in 
1920 and hoped to return. “But 
it took me until 1950 to get back 
over here.”
. In Scotland, he was a govern­
ment utilities and building in­
spector. He came to Canada to 
visit relatives in Saskatchewan 
but stayed to take a job at Nee- 
pawa, Man.
Of all the engineering jobs he 
has held, he says the one here is 
most interesting, “perhaps be­
cause we are making more head­
way in shorter time.”
Mr. Downey says the Uranium 
City water works is second to 
none he has seen.
“We can accommodate a plant 
for a town three times our size 




PARIS (AP) — A new atomic 
pile has been put into operation 
at the J '̂iench atomic centre in
Saciay near Paris. Its fuel is a| aces he has. It is merely a raise 
plutonium salt solution. in notrump.
FOR TOMORROW
This day’s aspects favor those 
with Initiative and , enterprise. 
Try to finish incompleted mat­
ters, then get going on long- 
deferred projects. Take steps to 
stabilize your financial position, 
too.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birt^iday, 
your horoscope is replete with 
generous indications. Financial 
matters show an uptrend dur­
ing the coming year, and chances 
of job advancerhent seem de­
finitely in the offing. Domestic 
concerns are also under pro­
pitious aspects so that, generally 
speaking, y o u  have genuine
cause for optimism.
You may have to guard, 
against some emotional stress in 
late September and early Oct­
ober, and this you can do if you 
will learn to relax and try to 
accept obstacles in your, path 
more philosophically than you 
sometimes do. Look for oppor­
tunities to travel and, if single, 
new romance during July and 
Auguist. Late December and 
early January should be marked 
by excellent business' news, but 
do avoid extravagaiTce'—next 
March.
A child born on this day will 
be affectionate, studious and en­










































































































THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
i




















-PAW  ALWAYS PUPS AT THe 
FIRST SMELL OF F R E S H - 
TUI5NEO GARDEN S O IL --  ' 
AND TH' HOE/n ' AND WEED/n ' 
THAT FOLLOWS KEEPS  
HIM m is e r a b l e  ALL SUMMEI^p
F 7
Ai
IMA nr•  m« rfanmn if>«>Kkni im. w<wmi ri9Mv« umirvm
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THAT WAS THE 
EISHTM WSTRICT. 
mayor-  IT 
DOESN’T lOOK 
TOO 6 0 0 0  
THERE'
4-11
DAILY CRYPTOQUbTE -  Here’a how to work Ht
A X  T D L B A A X R 
!• L O N G F B L L O W
, One letter simply stands for another. Ip this sample A ts used 
for the three l/s. X for tho two O’s, etc Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of tho words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different
A CRVTOGRAM QUOTATION
F X V M V C S Y G K P O U O K C Q K G 
Y K 1̂ G 0 it S J V S G H V S V 11 S 
M 0  P 0  N 0  D r  8 0  K C -  E K' J C R K C .
8 J V 
K Q
Yrslerdsy’s Cryptoquote: THEN DO NOT SQUANDER TIME, 
FOR THAT IS n iE  STUFF UEE 13 MADE OF -  FRANKLIN.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
r«E QWENNAP Pit mi Cornwall,England 
an ABANWNEO copper (niNE-HteOEEN 
IKE SCENE OF ANNUAL CHURCH SERVICES 
/W/ffZVF/WS
•COCOTTE’
a qoose \ 
LAID2» EOOS. 
WHEN IT WAS \ 
30 YEARS 
OFAOE 
Owned by (SAXiivauiCH boUTLi 
fOarnily. France
/'
jodhpis; ^, IiHIiA ' 1 ,i5C.PNi“?*ISHAFT5ftURY,VT,
ARRY THE\R?w5'pPS WRAPPCp IN 
ILK LIKE POLDtP UN\6REU AS
A/WmMTA YCKirNFM. MCmeR OF 
Pfe FAMtLycurmmmof^His 





OF ORAMMAR in  ITS 
P oeuc SCHOOL 
AS A
voim mousHT fiiBicuif A iirr,co»RA9fi 
UPON us AU.YOU IMtlCaiSf flOOPERVITCH, 
AMD MOSCOW MAS f  ITY /  W PUHTID
F D R iiiH a u N a iiiA iic a ii> y  y o u r ' j in x *
lOXfSOMTMi 
AMERICAN VAR- 
SHIPS JUST A) 
DIRECTED.
HOT s o  good! im
FREEZING' THE AAOOTVRE 
ON MV SUIT IS
FROZEN. IM  ON THE
THE SHIP IS 
ROLLINS OYER 
SLOWLY.. MAV«B 








THEY SAY VOU 
FEEL WARM... 
.WHEN YOU START, 
IX) FREEZE-
k e e p  m o v in s  y o u r  .
ARMS ANDLCSSiBRlCKlJ 






OF A BIG COMPANY 
YOU ALWAYS HAVE 
THE FEELING 
SOMEBODY IS -C 
a f t e r  YOUR JOB “
I'D BETTER DO A
l it t l e  snooping
AROUND HERE
GOOD OLD OAGWCXJO 










4  THAT'S 
7  NICE., 
S C L E M ./ .
AN* rVB BEEN DOIN 
A L O T O ’STUOYIN* ,
ON th ' su eu b c t ;too,'
CMAS.KUHN-
BUT r J U S T  C A N 'T  SEEM  
T* M AKE U P  M Y MIND...
3  i
...WHICH A R M  T ' HAVE I 
TH’ T A T T O O  P U T  O N ./
■ftu
s u r e ... I'LL HELP 
YOU PICK UP THAT 
CIZATE AT THE
r a il w a y
STATION!









YOLi KNOW, GOOFY. 
SOA4ETIMES T FEEL “ 
YOU GO 'ROUND 
A 8 K IN 3  FOR. 
TROUBLE I
By Ripley
1IT WAS A\y FAVORITE. ROCKER..
t h in k  y o u
COULD FIX 
IT ?
I^ W liTH t h e  6 ET 
O F POWER TOOLS 
rVE SOT, I,CAN 
FIX a n y t h in g / /// f  mv'V hat'^- ’ '^DIDN'TTake
, GET GRISWMD'S 
GUNiHANKI QUICK'
I'LL TAKE THE GUN, 
GRI6WALP-ANPA 
LOT OF PLEASURE 
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Veteran A rctic Physician To 
New Eskimo High-Fat Diet
By CHRISTINE STEWART 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
MONTREAL <CP)-A Montreal . 
physician, veteran of 17 trips toi 
the Arctic, has left on another 
expedition to the North where he 
hopes to find among Eskimos ev­
idence to suppcjrt his theory that 
a high-fat diet is desirable rather 
than dangerous.
Dr. Ray Lawson, 43. labels as 
"yet unproved” a current notion 
consumption
pie die soc...i hut this does not 
prove that e ; . fati' makes one 
fat. In n.y < wr uriicd observa- 
fat enter' do not gain 
weight.”
The fact that cholesterol — a 
type of fat — was found around 
arteries afflicted with hardc'ning 
was no indication high fat con' 
sumption was a cause. j
Descendants 
Of Oldster 
Number 109dition that sometinres occurs."
Last year he distributed bras 
slcres to the women of one tribe „  „  .
and intends to return in
years to see whether any descendants. Hjs comment: "I
PETERBOROUGH. Ont. (CD-
five r  l   n tn r  
cases of lumpiness or cysts have 
developed.
Dr. Lawson plans to bring back 
some hearts from dead Eskimos 
for detailed analysis — if the
THE DAlXiT COURIER Q
FRl. APRIL II.
food people cat has a great bear 
ing on their emotions. Fat in the 
a definite 
says. Joint­
ing to the fact the Eskimo, on a 
notoriously high • fat diet, is a 
gentle, placid, exceedingly ami­
able person.
“The Eskimo was remarkably 
free of the family of ills com­
monly associated with cinotional
O n^ trito in  parUcura7in^^ he began adopting the
Dr Lawson i habits of our civilization,” he
' Besides his regular work as!^^^’̂ -
part of the team, he aims to in-i "Now we find him developing 
vestigate the eating habits of the
Dr. Law’son believes the kind of Eskimos don’t object. A number
that high fat  is a,  ̂ ,
major cause of heart and arterial i even may have 
diseases. ; anti-stress value, he 
He is one of a seven-man gov­
ernment medical - dental team 
which has left Edmonton by air 
to travel 15,000 miles examining 
and treating the nomadic tribes 
of the Victoria Island region 
northwest of Hudson Bay
made sure the Hughey name 
won’t die out in these parts.” 
He has two pastimes nowa­
days: He smokes his pipe and 
he sings. Mr. Hughey is believed 
to be the oldest folk singer in On-
Back River tribe—as yet virtually 





ISRAEL'S ANNIVERSARY SLOGAN-PEACE AND. PROGRESS
In cities, villages and agri­
cultural settlements throughout 
the statac of Israel beginning 
April 24 celebrations will mark 
, the 10th anniversary of the 
creation of the republic by the 
United Nations. ’Theme of the
anniversary celebrations will 
be Israel’s watchword "Peace 
and Progress.” This will be evi­
denced in the roll call of pro­
jects underway as the nation 
begins her second decade of 
life. Here are two examples:
the completion of drainage of 
the giant Hutch swamp (top» 
in North Israel and (above) 
Israel girls at work reclaiming 
some of more than 15,000 acres 
of fertile soil to the country’s 
growing cultivable area.
these diseases—ulcers, malignan­
cies. heart trouble and the en­
docrine disorders.”
In 17 trips into Eskimo coun- 
‘These Eskimos arc especially!try he had never heard of breast 
important because their entire]cancer among E.-^kimo women un- 
d(ct consists of food they kill, a!til recently when two cases came 
diet which I have reason to be-]to his attention. Both women are 
lievo high in fat content,” he!in hospitals near Montreal, and 
said in an interview. ;he is investigating their histories
For more than a year the to determine the nature and pos- 
vigorous, genial surgeon himself siblc causes of the growths 
has eaten a diet in which 80 per Asked if the fact that Eskimo 
cent of the calories come from women seldom wore brassieres 
i' ■ '•''centlv fold a conven- has any bearing on the lack of 
tiorv of meat-packing officials in carcinoma of the breast. Dr. Law- 
1 --Uo: ;son replied:
“No one will quarrel with in-j ” I wouldn't go that far, but the 
suranc'.' statistics, accurate and among our own Canadian women
Although hc no longcr sings in 
T .r l  f  . formerly unknown blic, he can still sing verse af- 
S  w  a ter verse of long, involved mtu-
n ln c o " !  " "“V^'lsical description in his rich, 'bar-
^ rasitc s  which can infect hu-jj^Q^p voice, from the large re-
‘ . ipcrtoire of songs he learned
Dr. Lawson says that because;while he was a young man cn- 
of the rapid integration of Es-gaged as a lumberjack and farm- 
kimos and whites there is an urg-lcr in Haliburton and Renfrew 
ency about the study hc is un-lcounties.
dertaking this year. ; M,-. Hughey, who lives here
“There aren’t going to be many , with a daughter, Jdiss P. Hughey, 
of these isolated groups left pretty 
soon. We’ve got to settle down 
and get some evidence, not just 
sit back without even the sense 
to bo curious.”
The medical party is to makel 
its northern base at Cambridge]
Bay, N.W.T.. l.COO miles north of|
Edmonton, w o r k i n g east to 
Spence Bay, Perry River, Polly'
Lake, Back River and Gjoa:
lost his sight about 10 years ago 
but an operation restored partiaT^> 
sight in one Cyc in 1953. His wife, 
whom he married in 1888, died 
10 years ago.
Hc could learn any song from 
beginning to end after hearing it 
sung two or three times.
Born near Westw'ood, the son 
of Irish pioneers, hc retired 20 
years ago after spending most of 
his life farming. Hc and his wife 
had eight sons and four daugh­
ters. 10 of whom are still living. 
T^crc now are 44 grandchildren, j 





Friday and Saturday 





Tony Curtis, Colleen Miller, 
Arthur Kennedy and 
William Demarest
—  COMING —
Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday
April 14, 15, 16
"SHARK FIGHTERS"
Sea Drama in Color 
Victor Mature, Karen Steele
ADDED ATTRACTION
''Amazon Traders"
Documentary in Color 
John Sutton, Maria Fernanda
City Aonroves 
Tr^d" P«rm'ts
quantitative, that .show fat pco-‘may bo a cause of a lumpy con-Eric Watt, imerpreter.
City Council Tuesd.av ni?kt »n- 
proved nn"'ic"t‘en.s fo” t"."d' lic- 
encc.c from th" followin'^:
„  , . - I  Cedric M. Stringer. r.-'C Chri--
Haven and on to Copnermme accouut-
Holman Island and Bathurst |gf,t at 1'>G4 Pcndor.i St.
They plan to visit about 18 noints.j Ajp',. Kowal. 981 Leon Avc., 
Headed by Dr. L. E. C. Davies njij.pp j-ooms to rent, 
of Edmonton, the group includes] Joseph William Lcssard and 
Dr. Lawson as surgeon: Dr. Ianijack Albert Fairfield, gasoline 
Barnett, Aklavik, N.W.T., the service station at 17(M5 Pendozi 
dci\tist: Dr. R. G. Pledger, Ed-'st. (at Harvey Avc.) 
inonton phy.sician: D’Arcy Lid-j Kenneth Alfred Waldron. Bur- 
stone and Roland Joe, both of Ed-|naby, B.C., trading as San-0 
monton. x-ray technicians, and'Kart, steam cleaning and repair-
!ing shopping carts.
QUESTION
Where can you get Revlon 
products in Kelowna?
ANSWER
Long's of course .where you 
will find a complete stock of 
these excellent products.
The latest — the moisturizing 
hair dres.sin3 FOR MEN with 
medicated ingredients to f'ght 
dandruft.
Too' Brass ............ 1.25
Remember Long's is open 
tonight. until nine.
L O N G
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
"Where All Kelowna Saves’ n
Solar Alarm  Clock May 
Yet Awaken Mankind
SCO'TTSDALE. Ariz. (APl—I In winter, the luvcrs ere ad- 
Someday this may be the scene justed so their blackened copper 
in your home: [sides face upward to catch the
The solar alarm clock buzzes in 
your bedroom. You get up, check 
the thermostat to make sure the 
solar heating system is pumping 
warm air to offset the winter 
cold outside. Then you shave 
with your solar-powered razor.
Meanwhile, your wife makes 
breakfast on her solar-powered 
stove, listening to the solar radio. 
Then you drive off to work n a 
solar-powered car.
Sounds improbable? Not to the 
merchants, builders and indus­
trialists who have contributed 
time and material to the con­
struction of the first solar-heated 
and solar-cooled house. The As­
sociation for Applied Solar En­
ergy explains that while there 
are other solar h o u s e s ,  they 
haven’t got integrated cooling 
systems.
SOLVES FUEL PROBLEM
’The solar association is a pri­
vate organization dedicated to 
studying and promoting ways of 
harnessing the sun’s power effi­
ciently and economically. Solar 
energy, it believes, will help an­
swer the future problem of dwin­
dling conventional fuels to power 
industries and heat homes.
At first glance, the house re­
sembles other ranch-style homes 
in the fashionable Scottsdale des­
ert area. Basically, it consists of 
two rectangular sections con­
nected by a glass-enclosed walk­
way dividing' an outdoor patio.
The house utilizes 16,000 square 
feet of glas.s. Price tag: $50,000- 
and up. But the association is 
quick to note that this is merely 
an experimental luxury version 
and that cheaper solar houses 
can be and have been built for 
much less.
In the rear lawn is buried a 
2,000-gallon water tank, one of 
the key components of the $5, 
000 solar heating system. The 
other main essentials arc a ser­
ies of louvers, containing water 
pipes, located at the front and 
rear of the house and over the 
central outdoor court.
sun’s rays, w h i c h  warm the 
water piped through the louvers.
In sumjner, the louvers’ alum­
inum backs are turned toward 
the sun to throw off heat and the 
louvers themselves are used as 
shade. Air flowing from a pump­
ing system is circulated through 
a refrigerant and sent into the| 
house.
Because of the amDunt of Ari-[ 
zona sunshine, says John I. Yel- 
lot, executive vice - president of] 
the association, the solar house 
can supply year round heating 
and cooling needs. Elsewhere in 
the northern hemisphere, the 
solar house w’ould supply less of 
the heating needs the farther it is 
from the equator. Therein lies its | 





BUY BOOK TICKETS AND SAVE
Now Showing —  Twice NighUy •— 7;00 and 9;00 p.m.
S T O p O V E R t  I  T O K Y O
COtOII ky D«
O N n y iA S o o P E
»• ITIIIQfHONK tOUNkH IW M M N C O L llllH D illD O 'B n
Saturday Coatinuou<i from 1:00 p.m. —  Cartoons 
COMING MONDAY —  “SPANISH AFFAIR”
TROOPEI
H M K in ]
I •MVaNTMN MfO TOfKNini I
m s s u n o N 8
sprat
Bhowinf t:D5 and ID p.m. 
AInrara a t>lortd  Cartoon! 




Showing at 8:4S p.m,
QDEO^ DRIVE4N
VERNON —  Mifihway ^  North At O ly  Urolts
OTTAWA (CP) — Flag design­
ing has become a popular Cana-| 
dian pastime. The state secre­
tary’s department of the federal 
government has received thou­
sands of suggested designs for a 
distinctive Canadian flag. |
One man who has submitted jl 
several designs is Florien Log-' 
ace, 52 - year - old CNR station- . 
master at Grenville, Quo., in the ’ 
Ottawa Valley. |
His most recent features a| 
largo, snow - white cross on a j| 
background of blue in two corn­
ers and red in the opposing corn-1| 
ers. At the centre of the thick- 
banded cro.ss is a large green 
maple leaf, and directly above the 
leaf on the upper cross-arm is a| 
golden crown.
He mailed lithographed prints j 
of the flag to all members of 
parliament as well as to the state 
secretary. Mr. Lcgacc said two- 
thirds of the MPs wrote to him, 
and that half of these said it was 
the best design they had seen. | 
HUGE COLLECTION 
But in the offices of State Scc-| 
rotary Ellen Fairclough it has 
just been another addition to a 
file of 40,000 suggested designs 
the department has received In 
recent years, An average of seven 
designs a day now are being re-| 
ceived.
Mr. Legneo c.stimatcd It cost] 
him $200 to assemble and submit 
his latest design. Alex McPhcc of 
Grenville, retired principal of 
Montreal’s Guy D r u m ih o n d 
School, helped In creating it, Twoj 
Hawkesbury women sewed to­
gether a full-scale silken model, j 
Why 'does he do It? While mov- 
ng acro.s.s Canada during 20 yenr.sj 
of railroading, he says, he has ob­
served that Canadians in all 
walks of life have a common! 
loyalty to their country.
I saw that the need for a flng| 
of our own, a Canadian flag, was] 
great."
So, since 1945, hc bps been | 
working on dcslgn.s and drenm- 
ng of some day seeing one ofj 
them fluttering on Parliament! 
HIU. _________ ,
DICTATORS ST^Y
HUDAPF„ST (API — Ru.s.sln'.s| 
Nikita Khrushchev'leit lor home 
(ixlay with a pledge) that "prole­
tarian dictatorship will remain in 
Hungary.”
He also gave notlco* of plans 
to co-ordinate the Communist 
economy of Eastern Eurnix! more I 
cUwely through n top-level con­
ference of Soviet-bloc leaders.
The visiting Soviet premier 
discloscrl his plans Wednesday in 
n speech nt the big Ccs|)cl steel 
works, a centre of the 1058 re­
volt, Workers weroinoliccnbly un­
interested and lelt for lunch by 
the thousands na ho s|>oke. Au­
thorities apparently did nothing 
In stop them. I •
W IT H  E A C H  P U R C H A S E  O F  A
GENERAL @  ELECTRIC
A u to m a tic  Gas Furnace
BARR & ANDERSON
UNTIL O aO B E R




'K'.w.v.v.-A- ' ■ • I
CLEAN -  QUIET -  ECONOMICAL HEAT
G E N E R A L  E L E C T R I C
A U T O M A T I C
G A S  F U R N A C E
M
Up To 50%  on Fuel Bills
'
CALL US" TO-DAY 
FOR YOUR FREE 
HOME HEATING 
SURVEY ‘
► P H O N E
A S  L O W  A S  *2 7 8
EASY TERMS PLUS IMMEDIATE INSTALLATION
MFMDER OF THE NATIONAL WARM AIR HEATING AND AIR 
CONDITIONING ASSOCIATION, WHERE OUR STAFF GETS 
\  SPECIALIZED TRAINING THAT ASSURES YOU OF 
' EXPERT INSTALLATION!
(INTERIOR) LTD.
“THFJ BUSINESS THAT OUALITY AND SERVICE BUILT”
594 BERNARD AVE. ni' '
\ ' ' ' ,
I
PHONE 3 0 3 9
' l l ,
